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Barbara Streisand was on TV
the other night and she sang
about a Martian who c ame
down in a space ship He had
eleven hands Her song ended
with the words that she walked
to the space ship with the Mar-
tian, hand in hand, in hand, in
hand, in hand, in hand. etc.
After all he did have eleven
of them.
Thera aro some advantages to
growing older, but not many.
Kids all gone, scattered to the
four winds, so we Lake the wife
out to dinner last night It was
enjoyable however we can see
that one would tend to eat too
much.
When you pay for a meal you
sort of feel obligated to eat it
all. If you are at home you can
always put the left overs in
the refrigerator. (Of course you
throw them out three days lat-
er. but at least you have made
a compensatory move toward
getting your money's worth).
"When I grow too old to dream
I'll have you to remember.
When I grow too old to dream,
your love will live in my heart".
Those are the words to a song
Popular about thirty years ago.
They appeal to us more than
"I get tears in my ears when I
lie on my back crying over
you.,.
The word Hibiscus has escaped
us for the last several days.
Just a mental block. Anyway,
ours has bloomed profusely
this summer. We have had this
one for twenty two years. It
used to grow by the smoke
house over at our mother-in-
law's home.
Two Mugho Pines set out in
front of the big Azaleas. The
Pines sit right on the ground
and only grow to about 12-15
inches. You can spell it with-
out the "h" if you want to.
The Kentucky ABC Board has
ruled that strippers and topless
go-go girls may perform in a
'irm licensed to sell beer and
whiskey, as long as their act
is in good taste, and not ob-
seene, immoral or lewd.
As soon as it dries up, we will
be forced to mow She lawn. For
the past two or thr:ee weeks
with it being so dry, we just
mowed in patches, but with the
fall rains we have a general
growth of grass. We have en-
joyed the respite however.
4 Nine Persons Are
Fined This Week
Nine persons were fined in
the City Court of City Judge
William H (Jake) Dunn this
week. Records show the follow-
ing were charged. entered pleas
of guilty, and were fined:
Stephen Garner, no operator's
license and fleeing officer to
avoid arrest, fined $100.00 costs
$4.50 with $5000 suspended if
said Garner Ls not back in this
court for a period of six mon-
D. M. Washburn, driving
while tutoxidated. fined $125.00
costs IWO, subjeet given 90
days in""t ity Jail suspaokid if
he not come back to this court
for a period of six months.
Gerald Garner, public drunk-
enness, fined $15.00 costs $1.50
W. D. Bartee. disorderly con-
duct, fiend $25.00 costs $4.50.
D. B. Booth, disorderly con-
duct, fiend $25.00 costs $4.50.
R. L. Young, reckless driv-
1 Mg, fiend $15.00 costs $4.50.
T. P Maggard, drinking al-
cohlic beverages in public, fin-
ed $1500 costs $450
R. C. Crader, making a U-




by United Press International
Cloudy and cooler today thr-
ought Thursday with rain dim-
inishing from west Thursday.
High today 75 west to 79 north-
east Low tonight 55 west to 64
east
New Store Opening Here
Actually Started In 1915
The grand opening of Gatos
at 9:00 o'clock Thursday morn-
ing celebrates an incident
which took place more than a
half century ago in the little
town of Ridge Spring amid the
Sand Hills region of South Car-
olina.
Although the firm of Cato
Stores, Inc was founded more
than twenty years ago, the real
beginning occurred thirty-one
years before that on a spring
morning back in 1915.
A young man walked into his
father's general store on Ridge
Spring's Main Street that morn-
ing and went to work as a clerk.
He had just finished his first
Year as teacher in a one-room
school house in another part of
the state, and had arrived home
to help in the store so his fath-
er could get on with the spring
planting on the family farm.
It was his first experience in
merchandising. He never went
back to his teacher's job. His
name was W. H. Cato.
"I knew before the end of
that first day there was no
question about what I wanted
to do the rest of my life," he
said in later years.
"Times have chang41. We
keep merchandising records on




The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will hold
its first meeting of the new
club year on Thursday, Septem-
ber 19, at two p.m. at the club
house.
Dr. Samuel Dodson. pastor
of the First United Methodist
Church. will be the guest
speaker for the subject,
"Christianity in the Changing
World". Mrs. Goldia Curd is
leader for the month.
Officers of the department
are Mrs John D. Stamps, chair-
man. Mrs. Humphrey Key, vice-
chairman, Mrs. Noel Melugin,
secretary, and Mrs. Carl Lock-
hart, treasurer.
Hostesses for the Thursday
meeting will be Mesdames Max
Hurt. Bun Swann, J T. Sam-
mons, E. A. Lundquist, David




The Calloway County Branch
of the Association of Childhood
Education will hold its first
meeting of the new school year
on Monday. September 23, at
five p.m at the cottage of Miss
Vanda Gibson on Kentucky
Lake.
Each one is to bring a sack
lunch. The program on "A-
round the Campfire" will con-
sist of singing, stories, a n d
ames.
All members are urged to at-
tend and bring new teachers
o the meeting.
In case of rain, please bring
sack lunch to the meeting at
the University School.
ATTEND MEET
Dr. Ralph Woods, Dr. Ray
Mofield, and Forest Priddy, all
of Murray attended the meet-
ing of the Mayfield Rotary
Club held on Monday night.
the back of brown paper bags.
We have buyers and designers
searching out all the best valu-
es and fashions all over the
country, instead of waiting for
the drummer to get off the
train with his sample cases. We
have charge accounts and lay-
away plans instead of taking
chickens and eggs in trade
"But all the new (angled gad-
gets are there for only one
purpose. That is to help to live
up to our original principle-
service, satisfaction guaranteed
and friendliness."
Cato Stores, Inc. has grown
over the years until they now
serve customers in eight south-
eastern states.
Not long ago a Cato's opened
in Batesburg, S. C., a town not
too many miles from Ridge
Spring.
"Customers come into that
store who remember Papa's
store in Ridge Spring," Mr. Ca-
to recently said with a chuckle,
"Yes air. If you serve customers




The Murray Optimist Club,
along with other civic clubs,
sponsored delegates to attend
the Youth Conference on Juvin-
iele Delinquency at Richmond,
Kentucky, this past summer and
Optimists had as their guests
at their regular meeting, two
of these delegates
Mike Keller and Bob Forrest
gas... a • cry in' - sting talk on
the Youth Conference and the
activities surrounding it. The
boys outlined their activities
while at Richmond and also
gave club members their con-
clusions of the delinquency pro-
blems throughout the state.
The boys said that Calloway
County had very little delin-
quency in comparison with
other counties in Kentucky. Af-
ter attending seminars and con-
ferences and discussing the
problem with young people
from throughout the state the
conclusion was reached that
most delinquency was the re-
sult of young people not hav-
ing organized recreation.
The youths also thought that death this morning at 6:15 a.m.
extra-curricular school activit- She was stricken at her home
ies formed an important curb last night and brought to the
to juvenile delinquency. It was Murray-Calloway County Hospi-
an interesting program a n d tat where she expired.
the local Optimists commended I The deceased, age 84. was a
member of the New Providence
Church of Christ.
Mrs. Simmons is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Hilton Wil-
liams of Murray Route One;
three sons, Audrey Simmons of
Murray, Orval Simmons of
Jackson, Tenn., and Chester
Simmons of Memphis. Tenn.;
one sister, Mrs. George Linn-
ville of Hazel Route Two. -
Other survivors axe-. Alight
grandchirdren, Mrs_ Marvin
Smith of Paris, Tenn., John C.
Simmons of Memphis, Tenn.,
Dan Simmons of Denver. Color-
ado, Mrs. Clayton Hargrove,
Miss Nancy Williams, and
Chuck Williams of Murray
Route One, A. W. Simmons,
Jr., and Miss Norma Sue Sim-
mons of Murray.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday at 230 p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro. John
Dale officiating.
Proposed Expansion at Murray
THE FINE ARTS building addition at Murray State Univer-
sity will look like this, according to the architect. Construction
bids are to be taken this month on the estimated 34.3 million
structure which will house theater, drama, music, art and radio-
television facilities. It will be adjacent to the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Building on the campus. Construction is expected to





A two car accident occurred
this morning at 7:45 at the in-
tersection of the old Murray-
Paris Road and the New Coo-
cord Highway, according to the
report made by Chief Deputy
Sheriff Curt Willoughby.
Cars involved were a 1956
Chevrolet two door driven by
Robert Homer Williams of 3.111
North 5th Street, Murray, and
a 1964 Dodge two door driven
by Paul Thomas Beyer of Route
Six. Paducah.
The deputy sheriff said W*
Hams was coming out of the
old Murray-Paris Road anA
Beyer was going south on the
New Concord Highway 121
when the sollision occurred.
No injuries were reported,
but both cars were damagsd
considerably and had to be L.*





the boys for their fine program.
In other business of the Opti-
mist Club, they voted to co-
sponsor with Parker Motors the
annual Punt, Pass and Kick
Contest for local boys.
NOTICE
The Ledger "#& Times will
start its "Campus Time" col-
umn on Thursday. Many of the
students have sent their name,
parents name, course of study,
fraternities, sorority, etc., but
there are many more students
attending colleges or universit-
ies. Please send this informat-
ion to Ledger & Times or call
Mrs. J. B. Burken at the office
or her home for your name to
be included in this column.
This includes all students at-
tending Murray State Univer-
sity or any other school, col-
lege, of university.
Daniel Boone Chicken 'n
Beef Restaurant Now Open
A new "Daniel Boone Chick-
en 'n Beef" drive-in restaurant
located on Chestnut Street be-
tween the theatre and Early
Bird Oil Company is now open.
The restaurant seats approx-
imately 50 persons and like-
wise features a drive-by carry-
out window for customer con-
venience In addition to fried
chicken, the menu will include
such iems as fish, shrimp, stack-
ed roast beef sandwiches, straw-
berry and banana pie
The chicken itself is prepar-
ed according to a special tech-
nique. ("Penny's Famous Form-
ula") which requires a marinat-
ing process prior to breading
and frying the bird.
The Daniel Boone parent
company (which formerly op-
erated as "Colonel Chicken of
Kentucky, Inc.") is located in
Lexington where three opera-
tions are already serving and
three others are in various stag-
es of construction. The Lexing-
ton units will double as train-
ing headquarters for new fran-
chise owners and restaurant
managers
Charles Caldwell, president of
the Murray corporation, owns
ar.d operates Caldwell Cars,
Inc. Born in Calloway County,
Caldwell spent his boyhood on
a farm in Lynn Grove. He has
been in the automobile busi-
ness since 1947 follchving three
lesoOlowed ea Sash Plow
Mrs. Bertha Simmons of Ha-
zel Route Two, wife of the late
Asa W. Simmons who died
April 14, 1965, was claimed by
Interment will be in the New
Providence Cemetery with the
arrangements by the, J 11,
Churchill Funeral Home where
friends may call.
UNHAPPY BOY
Sammy Chadwick, age ten,
113 South 13th Street, is an un-
happy little boy since his dog,
a Chihuahua, has been miss-
ing since Monday morning. The
dog is black with white feet.
If anyone knows the where-
abouts of this dog, please ,aU
Sammy
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press Internst,onal
Pocahontas may have ass '4
the life of Capt John Smith,
the .way he said she did, but
the Englishman she marrsed





PADUCAH, Ky. (UP!) -Fed-
eral Aviation Agency officials
today began an investigation
into the explosion of unknown
origin which caused the fiery
crash of a twin-engine mail
plane here Tuesday night.
The flight was one of five
new "air taxi" routes initiated
this week by U.S. Postmaster
General Marvin Watson to pro-
vide one-day intrastate first-
class mail service for Ken-
tucky.
The two-man crew and the
flight's lone passenger were in-
jured in the crash and were
listed today in "satisfactory"
-condition at a Paducah hospi-
tal. Some 1,200 pounds of mail
were destroyed.
The pilot, David Barton, 21,
Carbondale, Ill., said he had
"full power" as he left Bark-
ley Field en route to Louisville
with the instrument panel read-
ing normal.
"I had just taken off when
I heard an explosion and the
plane burst into flames," he
said.
Barton, his copilot, Terry
Conn, 2'7, Wildwood, Ill., and
Hugh Robinson. a passenger
from St. Louis, Mo., are em-
ployes of Sun Airlines, St. Lou-
is, owner of the aircraft.
The three men walked from
the flaming wreckage to meet
rescue workers who forced
.heir way through the crowd of
about 500 persons gathered ae
the scene.
Barkley Field is located 17
miles from Paducah, along U.S.
60, and the crash occurred




FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (UPI)
- Army officials at Fort Camp-
bell Army Base said today that
a man found dead Sept. 12 has
been identified as 2nd Lt. Peter
A. Hoban of Flushing. N. Y.
An Army spokesman said
that further investigation is be-
ing conducted to determine the
circumstances surrounding the
death.
Hoban, 21, assigned to Head-
quarters and Headquarters Co.,
4th Battalion, 1st Infantry, 6th
Infantry Division. was the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Stephen P.
Hoban.
His body was found in a re-
mote training area at the huge
Army installation in Kentucky
and Tennessee.
Officials said he was last
seen on May 12 at about 10
a.m.
"After an extensive three day
search of the reservation, which
met with negative results, it
was concluded that IA Hoban
was AWOL," an Army spokes-
man said.
The Army gave no details of
the cause of death.
TWO FREE PUPPIES
Two free puppies are avail-
able as pets. Both same size,
licown with some black. Pick
them up at 1303 Doran Road or
call 753-3147 after 500 p.m.
Persons Fined In
The County Court
Several persons were fined
in the Calloway County Court
of Judge Hall McCuiston dur-
ing the past week Records
show the following occurred:
Joe Moore, 456 Lee, Mem-
phis, Tenn., impro r hunting
license. fined $15.00 costs
$18.00. Department of Fish and
Wildlife.
Ricky Moore, hunting with-
out a license, fined $15.00 costs
$18.00; Department of Fish and
Wildlife.
Bill Jones. Route One, Kirk-
soy, public drunkenness, given
ten days in jail at hard labor;
Aheriff.
Charles E. Tipton. speeding,
fined $10.00 costs $18.00; State
Police.
Joe P. Elkins, Route Two, Ha-
zel, speeding. fined $10.00 costs
$18.00; State Police.
John Braokinan, Route One,
Symsonia, speeding, fined $10.00
costs $18.00; State Police.
Michael L Crossett, 303 North
12th Street, speeding, fined





ion Commercial Manager for
South Central Bell Telephone
Co., will be the guest speaker
at the Murray Rotary Club's
luncheon meeting Thursday
September 19.
Sermersheim, began his ca-
reer with the telephone com-
pany on July 2, 1951 in Louis-
ville and has held various pos-
itions of management including
a tour, 1955 to 1959 as man-
ager of the Paducah office and
1962 to 1965 as advertising and
news service manager in At-
lanta. Ga.
He attended Georgia Tech,
graduating in 1951 with a BS
degree in Industrial Manage-
ment and has completed 15
hours at University of Louis-
ville on a Master of Business
Administration.
Sermersheim is very active
in civic affairs having served
in Paducah as Vice President,
Lions Club, Fund Chairman of
Red Cross, Industrial Chairman,
Community Chest. In Atlanta
he held memberships in the At-
lanta Advertising Club, Atlanta
Chapter American Marketing
Assn. and worked in the Joint
Tech - Georgia_ Development
Fund Drive.
He presently is a member of
the Kentucky Chamber of Cord-
merce and is 1968 telephone




The funeral for Mrs. Hoyt
(Jon Dee) Jackson of Puryear,
Tenn., Route Three was held
today at 2:30 p.m. at the Oak
Grove Baptist Church with Rev.
William Hardison and Rev.
Harold Smotherman officiating.
Pallbearers were Sherman
Newport, Larry Ward. Ronnie
Dan Bean, Tommy Dan Story,
Jimmy Lamb, and Jimmy Pas-
chall. Burial was in the Oak
Grove Cemetery with the ar-
rangements by the Miller Fun-
eral Home of Hazel.
Mrs Jackson, age 57, died
suddenly while enroute to a
Piatis. Tenn., hospital early
Tuesday morning. She is sur-
vived by her husband,. Hoyt,
her. daughter, Mrs. Juanita Pas-
chall, and three grandchildren.
Soil Conservation Contest
Announced By Palmer Today
Lowell ealmer, Chairman of
the Calolway County Soil Coo-
servation District, announced
the annual "Soil Conservation
Essay Contest" today.
According to Palmer the sub-
ject for this years contest is
"Fish and Wildlife Conserva-
tion - Its effect on my Com-
munity". All children in a
grade or high school are en-
couraged to enter the contest.
First place winner in the
state will receive $500.00 in
U.S Savings Bond; second place
winner receives $200.00 Sav-
ings Bond; and third place win-
ner wil receive a $10000 Sav-
ings Band.
First place County winner
will receive a $25.00 U.S. Sav-
ings Bond. In addition the Cal-
loway County Soil Conservation
District will make awards to
1st. 2nd., and 3rd., place win-
ners, in each school participat-
ing, of $5, $3, and $2. A school
must write at least ten (10) es-
says to qualify for school a-
wards.
First place winners in each
school will receive their prizes
at an awards banquet to be
held in late January.
Contest Rules
1. Any boy or girl enrolled
in a grade or high school in
Kentucky may enter the con-
test.
2. Your essay must not ex-
ceed 1,000 words. The number
of words must be shown on the
first or cover sheet of the es-
says- Essays will be disquali-
fied if this rule is not follow-
ed.
3. You may gather informa-




Word has been received of
the death of Willie Orr of War-
ren. Mich., formerly of Callo-
way County. who died suddenly
at his home on Tuesday. He
was 71 years of age.
The deceased is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Iva Hilton
of Hazel Park, Mich., and Mrs.
Mac (Hilda) Adams of North
Hollywood, California; one son,
Ivan T. Orr of Louisville; four
grandchildren; thirteen great
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Friday at two p.m. at the Oak
Grove Baptist Church with Rev.
Harold Smotherman officiating.
Burial will be in the Oak Grove
Cemetery.
The body is being returned
to Murray by the Lenning Fly-
ing Service and friends may
cell at the Max H. Churchill





Miss Betsy Howton, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Howton
of Murray. is a member of the
faculty of Western State Uni-
versity, Bowling Green. She be-
gan work there this fall in the
psychology department teach-
ing educational psychology.
The former Murray girl
taught the past five years in
California in the Los Angeles
area. She has been teaching in
the Fullerton School System
and attended California State
University at Fullerton last
summer. She has also taken
courses at UCLA.
Miss Howton did her under-
graduate work at the University
of Kentucky and at Murray
State University. She holds a





Ernest W. Williams. son of
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Williams,
has been named as a Merit
Scholarship Program semi-fina-
list, according to a release to-
day from the National Merit
Scholarship Corporation.
Young Williams. has selected
pre-law as his college major
and plans to enter the law pro-
fession. •
Williams was the only Merit
Semi-finalist listed for Callo-
way County.
ial background piece has been
prepared and distributed to the
schools. Your teacher or school
principal will have these. You
may also want to find other re-
ferences in your school library
or from soil conservation ser-
vice technicians, vocational a-
griculture teachers, county
agents, or the library in your
town. Personal experiences of
local farmers and civic leaders
may also help you in writing
your essay.
4. Your essay must be writ-
ten in ink or typewritten on
one side of the paper only.
5. The essay must be signed
by one of your parents and
either your teacher or princi-
pal. It must bear the following
certification: "I hereby certify
that this essay is the original
work of (your name)."
6. Place the following infor-
mation on a separste sheet of
paper and attach securely to
the essay; Your name (Indicate
Miss or Mr.); address; the name
of your school; your school's
address; and county in which
you live.
7. Essays must be written
and the school's winning essay
chosen and delivered by your
school principal to the office of
your local school superinten-
dent NO LATER THAN mid-
night, December 2, 1968.
8. Previous winners of state
awards may not enter the con-
test. However, previous win-
ners of district awards are eli-
gible to compete.
For further information you
should contact your school prin-
cipal or the Soil Conservation
District Office, in the Swann





Thre traffic collisions occur-
red Tuesday in the city limits
of Murray, according to the in-
vestigating reports filed by the
officers of the Murray Police
Department. No injuries were
reported.'
The first occurred at 11:35
a.m. on North Sixth Street as
John B. Gingles of 626 Ellis
Drive. driving a 1955 Chevro-
let two door, was backing out
of a parking space and hit the
1966 Oldsmobile four door go-
ing south on North 6th Street.
Driving the Oldsmobile was
Cathy J. Coltharp of Mayfield
Route One and the car was
owned by Christine Dick of
Lynnville Route One.
Damage to the Chevrolet was
on the tail light and bumper,
and to the Oldsmobile on the
left back fender.
A three car collision occur-
red at 12:10 p.m. at the Eliza-
beth Hall parking lot.
Cars involved were a 1966
Ford four door hardtop owned
by George D. Neese and dri-
ven by George B. Neese of 709
E. Blythe Street, Paris, Tenn.,
a 1965 Comet two door hardtop
driven by Gregory Scott Berry
of Cherry Circle, Lilburn, Ga,
and a 1966 Pontiac two door
hardtop driven by Joseph T.
Shane of 215 Bliss Avenue, Mid-
dleton. Ky.
Police said the Neese car,
going south on the parking lot,
hit the Berry car going north
on North 15th Street, and then
glanced off and hit the Shane
car parked headed west on the
parking lot
Damage to the Neese car was
on the front end, to the Berry
car on the front, and to the
Shane car on the left front.
The third accident occurred
at 9:15 p.m at South 16th
Street and Poplar Streets.
Doris Jackson Watkins of
Dexter. driving a 1965 Ramb-
ler two choir hardtop owned by
Joe H. Watkins, was going west
on Poplar Street and collided
with the 1964 Oldsmobile going
south on 16th Street, according
to the police.
The Oldsmobile, damaged on
the right door and right rear
fender. was owned by James R.
Endicott, Sr, and driven b y
James R Endicott, Jr., of 295
'Sloth 5th Street, Carmi,
Damage to the Watkins car
was on the front bumper, right
front fender. and right head-
light
as,
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Quotes From The News
By UNITED FILMS LNTIRNATIONAL
W.ALSHDIOTON — Senate Democratic leader Mike
Mansfield, arguing that opposition aroused by Supreme
Court obscenity rulings should not be focused on Chief
Justice-designate Abe Fortas:
"I do not telleve in taking out. on one man our feel-
ings on a whole court."
NEW YORK — Teachers' union leader Albert Shank-
er, describing the status of negotiations in the New Yost
school crisis:
"We remain in total and firm disagreement on an
issues — no progress "
MOSCOW — The 0,cimmunist newspaper Pravda, In a
commentary published while at least 20 Red army di-
visions stood poised on West Germany's frontiers:
'The Soviet Union is ready together with her
peace-loving states to take, if the need arises, effective
measures to curb the dangerous activities of neo-Nazism
and militarism In West Germany."
BERKELEY Calif — Black Panther "tnformation
minister" Eldridge Cleaver, commenting on Gov Ron-
ald Reagan's opposition to his appointment as a lecturer
on racism at the University of California:
"What has Reagan upset is that he heard we're go-
ing to have a section on the history of Grade B movies
and he is the whole text."
Bible Thought for Today
Therefore we conclude that a. man is Justified by
faith without the deeds of the law. —Romans 3:21.
Good deeds are a by-product if a man Is a Christian.
Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER • TIM= PHA
Joe Overbey received the Eagle Badge and Harold
Shoemaker received the Gold Palm, two steps above the
Eagle rank, at the annual family picnic held by Boy
Scout Troop 45 Overbey IS the son of Mr. and Mrs. Rue
Overbey and Shoemaker is the son of Mr. and Mrs. W. D
Shoemaker.
Airman Third Class LaVa.nda S. Collins of Dexter
has been assigned to a unit of the Air Training Com-
mand at Randolph AFB, Texas, for duty as a Supply
Specialist.
Toy Garland, of Hazel Route One, graduated from
recruit training September 6 at the Naval Training
Center, San Diego, California.
Mr. and Mrs. Joel A. Crawford of Lynn Grove an-
nounce the engagement Of their daughter, Annette, to
Robert R. Wyckoff of Hillsborough, California.
20 Years Ago Today
LODGER A TIMES PILE
The second day of registration for the fall term is
underway at Murray State College with indications that
the record enrollment of last fall will not be surpassed.
Dr. 0. C Wells was the speaker at the meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club
The first meeting of the chapter year of the J N.
Williams chapter of the United Daughters of the Con-
federacy was held at the home of Mrs. Thomas Banks.
Velvin N. Alibritten, new proprietor of the Collegiate
Inn, said that 6oer 200 pounds of fresh lake fish were
served at the inspection opening of the Inn on Septemb-
er 15.
Raid or Itiot
LONDON UPI -- Britain*
Riot (Damages) Act of HUM
defines a riot as three or more
persons "Riotously and tumul-
tously assembled together "Un-
der the act, compensation for
damages or thefts resulting-
from a riot has to be paid by
the police
A pawnbroker brought a east
case against police recently,
_ claiming it was a riot when it
gang of four masked men raid-
ed his premises and took goods
aorth more than 3.500 Pounds
310.000 , Police said it was
simply a raid Judge Maurice
Lyell agreed with them, de-
claring that while he had no
hesitation in holding that the
raiders were ' riotously as-
sembled the whole affair was
on too small a scale to be de-
scribed as • "tumult
rWhat Misters
Worry About
ANN ARBOR. Mich. (UPI-I—
Persons past the age of 65
spend more time worrying
about coming down with the
common cold than lapsing into
some mental illness, according
to a health researcher.
Dr. James w swinehart of
the University of Michigan said
a survey of the 10 most worri-
some health problems showed
that heart trouble was the top
concern. Next in order came
arthritis, cancer and stroke
But the common cold, which
ranked seventh, was shown to
be a bigger concern to senior
citizens than mental Illness,'
diabetes and tuberculoses •
4611*
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guard the $5 million
first tune in Europe.
th automatic weapons, two policemen
rown of the Andes, on display for the
a hotel in Frankfurt. West Ger-
many_ The 40(1-year-old 'crown with 453 emeralds was com-
missioned. it is said, by the people of Popayan in the Colom-
bian Andes. who dedicated it to "Our Dear Lady of the
Andes after they escaped destruction by an epidemic
Veterans Questions
and Answers
Q — I received a Veterans
Administration Certificate of
Eligibility for education in the
fall of 196'7 but I never used
it. I now plan to go to school
this fall and will be entering
the same school and taking the
same program for which I or-
 iginally applied. Do I need an
updated 'Certificate of Elig:bii-
°Ityl
A — No. Since you are go-
ing to the same school and
taking the same program as
stated in your origirtal Certifi-
cate, you need not apply for
an updated Certificate.
Q — I am a World War I
veteran and not in receipt of
Veterans Administration' bene-
fits. However, I am a patie7-'
in a Orivate nursing home A -n
I entitled to aid and attendan
benefits?
A — You are not entitled to
aid and attendance benefits
unless you are entitled to basic
pension or compensation bene-
fits. However, disabled vette
ins with limited incomes are
entitled to pensions, and veter-
ans 65 years of age or older
are presumed to be disabled
for pension purposes If you
think you might fbe eligible,
check with your nearest VA of- •
fice
Q — I would like to know If!
a widow of a World War I vet-
eran could sell her home and
buy more property without the
profit (row,,, the tale of the,
home being consideeed as
come W omuoldst wothis "profit"
lher to ose her pension',
A _ 
VA pensions are under the
"new law" in effect since July
1. 1960, which does not con-
sider such profit as income.
Other widows are receiving
pensions under a still opera-
tive "old law" which does de-
fine profit from the tale of • 
property as income Therefore
net profit payments extending
for a period of years beyond
the year of sale are counted as
income.
However, if a lump-sum pay
ived in the year
of the sale, no reduction or
i discontinuance of pension
woilld be made solely on the
basis of the honrecurring one-
,me payment.
If you want further informa-
tion Lr your case. check with
your nearest VA office.
SCIENCEPOT LIGHT





,orl.ei ciao..n is now type o4 c•-
menr do...Or:reed by Wr•ebt-rel-
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ol 20 day-old "ours*.
KAY, KENTUCKY
'The Pill' for Her
Teen-age Daughtei
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY - My 16-year-old daughter is intelligent.
pretty, and has a beautiful figure. This combination has the
boys in her set spinning like tops.
So far we have had no reason to worry about her conduct.
but there are thousands of parents who "thought- their
daughters could be trusted, only to learn that all it takes is the
-eght" boy, the right time and the right place. and anything
can hatmen.
For my own peace of mind. I want my daughter to start
-takmg the pill But when she asks "what for." what should I
say'
Our daughter has high morals and is thoroly informed
about the facts of life, but my husband fears that if she has the
security of the pill she might be tempted to relax her moeals
when the "right" boy comes along
I am speaking from experience, which is probably why I
worry so much. In my case I was lucky. I didn't get pregnant
I DID marry the boy, and I'm happy
What should I do? Hope ow- daughter is lucky. too' Or
should I insist on one hundred per cent protection? My
sister-in-law who has two teen-aged daughters says. "Wait until
you think she really needs them, then insist." But I'm afraid
by that time it might be too late. Forgive me for not signing
my name. MODERN MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: Yours is a good question, and one which
I have been asked often. For a mother to give a 16-year-old
daughter the pill for her own the mother's' "peace of mind,•'
implies first, lack of confidence in her daughter's dependabili-
ty and moral judgment, and second, a surrender of her own
control as a parent. It's unfair to the girl, for in effect you are
saying. -I hope I can trust you, but just in case I can't. you
may as well be safe." This type of temptation is very difficult
for a normal 16-year-old to resist.
DEAR ABBY: I recently invited a life-long friend and her
husband to a dinner party I knew her little 4-year-old grandson
was staying with her while his parents were vacationing, but I
purposely did not mention the child.
Then she told me that she was bringing her grandson!
Now. Abby. this woman is a millionairess, and she could afford
to hire a dozen baby-sitters.
I said it was going to be an "adult" party. and I
emphasized "ADULT" so she would get the hint, but she
ignored it Well, she brought the boy, which didn't help my
termer party any In fact it ruined it I don't dislike children.
Abby I have grandchildren of my own, but I don't allow them
to attend my dinner parties
What would you have done in a case like this'
FURIOUS WITH HER
DEAR FURIOUS: I probably would have done just as you
did — once. But not twice. You are really -furious" with
yourself because you lacked the courage to ask your life long
friend to please leave her grandson at home.
DEAR ABBY We have been married for 15 years and
have three children, 9, II, and 14 We're just average folks, but
we are a lot happier than most, and I'll tell you why
When we were first married, my husband and I made a
pact that if we had children we wouldn't let them run our lives
We'd try to do things as a family, but our whole lives wouldn't
center around the kids
Over the years they have learned the little things that
annoy Dad, such as toys in the driveway, fighting, and yelling
They know that messy rooms and tracking dirt in the house
irritates Mom, so they're careful about that.
And oh, yes, there is nothing in ow- household that is
considered strictly man's work, or woman•s work Dad can
, change a diaper. do dishes, laundry, and cook. And I've
-learned to be a housepainter. carpenter, cement layer, and
gardener
I won't say we've never had our squabbles, but we've
never gone to bed mad
If more couples would concentrate on trying to please each
other, like they did when their love was new, there would be
fewer divorces. Sincerely,








I was pleased to have had
the opportunity of participating
In the Kentucky Grain Market-
ing Conference at Hopkinsville.
Reicent years have seen a tre-
mendous increase in grain pro-
duction in Kentucky, particular
ly soybeans, and our service
programs for grain must be ex-
panded.
Kentucky farmers are expect-
ed to harvest some 445,000 ac-
res of soybeans this year. This
is an increase of seven percent
over last year and a 44 percent
increase over the 1966 acreage.
Corn acreage is down slight-
ly this year, with some 1.205.-
000 acres being planted. Seed-
lings of other types of small
grains have also decreased.
The major center of grain
production is in Western Ken-
tucky where the land is more
suitable for grain crops Day-
Lees, Henderson, McLean, and
Fulton counties are among the
top producers of soybeans.
As production of farm com-
modities increases, it is only
natural that more attention
must be paid to marketing pro-
grams That is certainly true in
the area of grains, as produc-
tion seems to have outgrown
present marketing facilities.
The conference at Hopkins.
yule centered on some of the
major paints involved in the
marketing of grain. Prices and
storage facilities were the two
items with which most produc-
ers were concerned.
Kentucky producers have
been suffering a price disadvan-
tage during the harvest season
as compared to prices being
paid in other states. This means
that producers should have on -
the-farm storay facilities to
handle their cl'ops, or they
must be able to use commercial
elevators
A study of the three major
marketing centers for soybeans
in Western Kentucky' showed
a lack of adequate storage fa-
cilities. However, in looking at
the lack of necessary. at rage
facilities, it must be noted that
such facilities can only operate
If there is a sufficient supply
of grain being harvested to
warrant the construction of ad-
ditional facilities
Since the production of grain
and livestock go hand in hand,
I feel this is an area to con-
sider in the marketing of grain.
Kentucky's livestock production
is rapidly expanding which
means that there will be a
greater demand for feed.
Although much of the in-
crease in cattle production has
been in the feeder calf busi-
ness, I feel we might well ex-
pand feeder operations in the
state. This is particularly true
if we consider the supply of
grain that is available to com-
mercial feeders.
Agriculture, like other in-
dustries, is highly competitive.
Our grain farmers must fare
the competition offered by the
larger grain-producing states.
By the same token, our cattle
feeders must compete with the
large feeders in the West. Our
favorable growing season, our
relationship to the large cent-
ers of population, and the pro-
duction of grain crops are
points which we should con-
sider in developing our mark-
eting programs.
BLIND "MID-WIFE- W'ith
his seeing-eye dog at his side,
blind Wayne Barrett, 2s
telephones his wife-al a tic,,
pital in Albany, N.Y.. after
he delivered their baby en
route to the hospical.
Lead production in OIL
United States centers in Mis-
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310 U.S. NEGRO GENERAL
Frederick Ellis Davidson. a
51-year-old infantry com-
mander in Vietnam, became
the third Negro to attain the
rank of general in the U.S.
Army when he 1.4w:commis-
sioned in. a brief ceremony
at a field headquarters three
miles south of Saigon
The first world fair was the
rest Exhibition of Industfy
All Nations in London tz185
• • •,
The motto of,the Navy's Sea-
P05 is "Can Do.:'
Norvous Hair
WAYNE N. J (UPI) —
Tension — nervousness and
anxiety — can rob hair of its
natural beauty, according to a
manufacturer of hair care
produetto---
Hair itself does not contain
nerves, but a network of nerves
surrounds the -openings, or fol-
licles, from which hair grows.
say researchers at John H.
Break, Inc. When a person ls
tense, these nerves contract
and cut off the blood suPPLY
nourishing the hair roots. As
a result, hair often will be limp
and lack luster and body
Fooling No Pain
Con Be No Good
NEW YORK (LIP') — In-
ability to feel pain Is no fun.
assert radiologists Dr. Stanley
8 Slegelman and Dr Walter
G. Heimann and surgeon Dr.
Martin C.•Manin. of Montehore
Hospital.
Pain serves as a signal to dis-
continue rilstrrso situations
which are injurious Without
pain, a person, especially small
children, might incur serious
damage without realizing It.
less than 50 cases of congenital
indifference to pain have been
reported since 1932 One be-
came a carnival attraction as
the "human pincushion."
SEE TOM FAVORITE Tv SHOW
OTC--
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20th CENTURY FOX Presents
PANAVISION* COLOR by DeLUXE $1.$44flitO Poe 1.1•11/01t U0,1 NCIS
The Pans market section of
Les Belles dates back to 1110.
ARV!. the National Geographic.
* KIDDIE SHOW SAT., 1 til 3 p.m.
20th Coeur, to poem ••••igef
liatii4:11 . 





























































STATE STUDENTS. THEY IN-
VITE YOU TO COME TO
THEIR STORE FOR ALL YOUR
FOOD NEEDS
JUMBO PIES 3%
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PRIDE OF ILLINOIS - # 303 Can
Whole Kernel or Cream Style
in Yellow - White In Cream
Style
CORN C4Ilr for 350
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the meeting on Saturday. Miss The Annie Armstrong Circle,Jones, daughter of Mr. and of the Hazel Baptist Church
The 
Mra of theAhlis Elfurr Jones,  
is 
me Presi- 1 WMS will meet at the ho ofwas 
the 
greeted
featuring a natural waist line 
dent High chap- Mrs. Ora Joyce at seven p.m.
Church. Murray. Miss Mary lace the pattern of which
Keys Riosell became the bride intricately traced vrith minia- door by Mrs Jack Kennedy accented with a yellow cum- a -.Recipes for FHA Leader" 
cMbrasr.g-eVievfiantbeFaprrisogrwamill be in
er.
and they were asked to sign m d.
was the theme of the districtH. C. Chiles. pastor of the Her cathedral length train at 
of George Bernard Shaw Dr. ture seed pearls.
the register by Mrs. Jack Beale
Kennedy. Miss Cappie Beale, i 
After the riteddinne;iftsthetobtbeiridal meeting. 
• • •
church officiated at the double tee/ad with a self Dior Bow was 
r Murray High members at-ring of the bride, presided over i Indents.ceremony. designed of balcnving folds that
(kw were laid for thirty. 
tending were Debbie Jones, Monday, Sessesntbar 23The bride is the younger moved gracefully 
a the register table which was ,
Jenny Barker. Kathy Lockhart, . The Calloway County Assoc-




_.• .daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Aug- vanced to the altar on the arm
Nancy Mathis, Debbie Steele, 'anon of Childhood Education
ered linen cloth and held a sil- party and their guest's.ustus W. Rumen, North Seventh of her father, who gave her in ver bowl filled with tube roses • • • Brenda Harrison, Mary Lee, will meet at the cabin of Van-Street. Murray and the groom marriage_ Her headdress was a and fugi mums. Guests were Brownfield. Lulu Young, Su- da Gibson on Kentucky Lakeis the son of Mr. and Mrs. Jam- coronet fashioned entirely of received by the honor couple. :Anne Hale, Susan Hale, Celia at five p m. Each one bringes C. Shaw. Hickman 'lily of the valley Petals, with their parents and the bride's Simmons, Paula Owen, Erma a sack lunch. In case of rainThe wedding vows were ea- stylized pearl petals and min- attendants. ' . Kendall, and Kathy McGary. the event will be held at theehanged before an altar cen-iatuee blossoms, to which was I Mrs. W P Russell invited Advisors attending were Mrs. University School at five p.m.
PAGF FOUR THE LEDGER & TIMES
Mrs J B. Burkeen
V1 ~404,1
• •
Phone 753 1917 or 753-4941
awa- ewe, 1, boo were Misses Susan Ken-
• .s4..- Karen Kennedy, Gail
Miss Mary Keys Russell Exchanges Vows
With George Bernard Shaw In Lovely
Ceremony At The First Baptist Church-
MRS. GEORGE BERNARD SHAW
in an impressive and beaud- band of organza, rising above
ful candelight ceremony at an easy a-skirt Extending from
,seven o'clock in the evening on the front neckline down the bo-
Saturday. August 24. in the dice and skirt to the hem line
sanctuary of the First Baptist was a panel of the Chantilly
with imported Chantilly lace. of the 
groom, served as best
groomsmen werepoised over ivory peau de so:e , 
jmaamnes The
Harris. Steve Shaw.The sculptured neckline of the
Hal KW!. Dan Rice. Bob Stub-lace pattern featured short
blerield. Walter Blackburn. Jr.,sleeves designed also of the
lace pattern The emPire bca and Charlie Terrett
— dice was defined with a bias 
1 For her daughter's wedding.
Mrs. Russell, selected an after
five frock of oriental jade silk
and worsted. Her dress was
fashioned with jeweled and
beaded Kabuki sleeves and a
small roll collar. For her hair,
she wore a velvet petal and
feather creation of matching
jade. She selected accessories
of blending hue to complete
her ensemble. Her corsage was
a yellow throated white cattle-
ya orchid trimmed with jewel
leaves.
Mrs Shaw mother of the
groom, was attired in a dress
of French blue silk splendene,
designed with a Mao collar,
brief sleeves and a slim skirt.
She wore a matching blue head-
dress fashioned of velvet fol-
iage. She wore a purple throat-
ed white cattleya orchid with
jewel trim.
Mrs. M. E. Shaw. Sr.. grand-
mother of the groom, wore a
rose two piece knit dress. She
wore matching accessories and
a corsage of cybedium orchids.
Mrs. Genora Hamlett was at-
tired in a deep pink knit dress
with a roll collar. Her 
headpiece was of matching v lvet!
flowers with feather trim. Her:
corsage was of white rosebuds!,
Miss C,appie Beale, aunt of
the bride, was dressed for the
occasion in a blue silk dress
with -a jacket of matching lace.
Her small hat was of blue vel-
vet petals accented with teeth-,
en and veiling.
Mrs. J. I. Hosick, aunt of the
bride, wore a rose lace over;
silk coat dress ensemble with
shoes to match and other mat-
ching accessories. i
Mrs. C. J. Morris, aunt of
the bride, wore a pale pink .
three piece dress with blend-
ing accessories.
Russell. Krista Kennedy, Anne
a Greer, Gail Seaver', Karen
I Green. Melanie Boyd. Cathi
Greer. Mary Anderson and
Jeanne Maddox.
i After the reception. the rota-
s ple left for a trip to Gatlin-
' burg, Tenn.. with the bride
• weering a powder blue knit
.4 dress featuring an empire waist
line accented with a bias band
of self material that formed
a bow on the side Her amen
sone,. a ere biege and her cor-
sage was made of one &nen
white butterfly roses fashioned
with jewel trim. • I,
MI and Mrs Shaw are now
at home in College Court in
Murray where they are students
at Murray State L'aiversity.
The out of town guests were
Miss Anna Greer, Miss
Seavers, Rev. and Mrs. Robert
G. Humphreys, Miss Dinah Sue
Chem, Mias &wen Green, Miles
Cathi Greer, Miss Mary Jane
Anderson. Miss Jeanne Maddox,
Mrs. Fred Owens and da
ter, Charlotte, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles White, Miss Diane Few
wick, Miss Cindy Perkins, Mrs.
Nell Johnson, Mrs. Henry Cow.
gill, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Roper,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Roper, Lee
Green, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Key. Rev. and Mrs. R. G. Ow-
ens, David Winslow, Jr., Miss
,Rosalie Lilly, Mr. and Mrs.
lenses E. White, Min Jan
White, Mr. and Mrs. Will Shaw,
Jr., Mr. and Mrs. John C. Bon-
durant, Mr and Mrs. Julius
FaLkoff. Mrs_ Robert E. Bra-field, Mrs. Mill Shaw, Sr., Miss
Alice Shaw, Mrs J. E. Town-
send, Miss -Tub Falkoff, Miss
Amy Bondurant. Miss Ann Bon-
durant, Ronnie Foley, Mr. and
Mrs. Steve Shaw, Miss June
Hutchens. Miss Sandy Saitzgiv-
er, Mrs Mary Beale Morris,
and Mrs. Barbara Lattus.
Rehu rsa I Dinner
Mr and Mrs. James G. Shaw,
parents of the groom, were
hosts for the rehearsal dinner
on Friday evening. August 23,
In the Red Room at the Holi-
day Inn,
The U-shaped tables were de-
corated with three beautiful
arrangements of tube roses,
stock and fugi mums Fern was
used down the center of each
table The flowers at the table
Ground Beef, Passport To
F.daway Eating" was the sub-
jeat of the lesson given by Mrs.
Bailey Biggins and Mrs. Char-
lie Cravrford at the meeting of
tee North Murray Homemak-
t:: Club.
The meeting was held En-
September 13, at ten-thir-
ty o'clock in the morning at
ae home of Mrs. John Work-
man an Miller Avenue. A cov-
ered fish luncheon was served
a, noon.
The leaders selected and pre-
pared two recipes from the
r..sv listed in the lesson sheet.
T • were Spanish Rice with
Beef and Ground Beef Cheese
Cadard They also gave points
or. selecting ground beef which to cover.
is sold under many labels with • • •
hamburger being the most ram-
iaar.
The Oaks Country Club will
Nine members answered the 
have its regular ladies day golf
roll call by naming their fav-
with Maxa Read 753-4920 as
orite month and why Mrs. B
J Hoffman gave the devotion
reading from the twelfth chap-
ter of Romans.
Mrs. John Workman, presi-
deot presided and gave sub-
jects for next year's program
of study with the members set-
ec"ing their preference.
"Ditty" bags for the soldiers
in Vietnam have been made
with members of the North
Murray Club assisting.
Mrs. Higgins and Mrs. Oscar
Salyers directed the recreation-
al period which concerned gam-
es on observation.
The next meeting will be
held on Friday. October 11, at
1 .30 pm. in the home of Mrs.






Several members and their
advisors of the Murray High
School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America at-
tending the meeting of t he
Kentucky Lake District FHA
held Saturday at the Lyon
Bityg&AY KENTUCKY
Workman Home h




Club will meet at the Holiday
Inn at 10:30 a.m. with Mrs. Ro-
sezella Outland as hostess.
• • •
The J. N. Williams chapter of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy will have a lun-.
cheon at the home of Mrs. C
W. Waldrop, Miller Avenue, at
12 noon.
• • •
The Nature's Palette Garden
Club will meet at the Com-
munity Center on Ellis Drive
at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs Cletus
Robinson as hostess "Papier
lifache" will be the lesson by
Mrs. A. 0. Woods and each
member is to bring something
lad and a recipe to the meet-
ing. After each one had tasted
the salad the recipe was then
iuctioned off.
Refreshments were served to
the members and several guests
present.
A Halloween party is plann-
ed for the next meeting in Oct-
ober.
WEDNESDAY—SEPTEMBER 18, 1 aria
Newcomers Club .11iss Carol Eaves
Meets On Thursday Completes Plans
meeting in the home of Mrs. 
For Her Wedding
Plans for the marriage of Mis.,
The Welcome Wagon New-
comers Club held its monthly
Ed Overbey on Sunset Ilaiita on 
Carol Sue Eaves, daughter of
Thursday, September 11, at
. Mr. and Mrs. Tillman F. Weav
pisenrgyeesind-ethdir:ty o'clock in the even- ermichsof
Mrs. Linda Gooch, president,
al of Bowling Green, Kentucky
Mr. and Mrs. William McDoug
eIR°Dtiente MFicvDoe'ligMatit,rrsoayn of
Each member brought a sa- 
bareide_eaniecinoudiced today by the
The ceremony will be per
formed at the First Baertis'
Church of Murray, on Septet
her 22, at three o'clock in tte
afternoon with Dr. H. C. Chile-
officiating.
Miss Eaves will be attended
by Miss Sandra Tabers as maid
of honor The bridesmaids will
be Miss Linda M.ayberry and
Mrs. Carol Kelly. Miss Angella
McDougal, the groom's sister
will be flower girl Larry Rags
dale will be Mr. McDougal's
best man. Steve Bell, Jimmy
Edwards, Gary Wilkens, Budci
Dodson, and Mike Eaves, bro
ther of the bride-elect, will
serve e aseeeemushonersy. will be 
follow
.
ed by a reception in the socia,
hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are




Arts & Crafts Club
Beef" was presented by Mrs. 
Has Regular Meet
Richard Armstrong, assisted by 
Mrs. Ben Keys was hosteeN
sented the members with spec-
' a
the Art. s an .
to the September meetingmeeting of
dent, presided
Club at her




. 1 lesson sheets of recipes us. th°my elected 
Mrs. Grace Covey. They pre. home,
paid a lovely tribute to the
memory of Mrs. Elmus Beale.
a long-time member of the club,
who had died since the last
meeting.
Mrs. Hopkins discussed brief•
ly some ideas on Arts and
Crafts and suggestions for the
new year.
Mrs. Neva Waters, secretary
called the roll and 15 mem
hers were present.
Those members having had
al Women's Club willsmeet at 
birthdays since the last meet.
the Woman's Club House at 
ing and during the month of
County High School at New 630 p.m. 
held at the home of Mrs. Grac
Eddyville. 
September were recognized.
Miss Debbie Jones, district The executive board of the 
Covey on Monday, October 21,
first vice-president, taught the Kirksey PTA will meet at the 
at ten a.m. A potluck luncheon mrs. 
Aaron
 Chapman of mur
• • • 
Guests at the meeting were
class of that group of officers' school at 130 pm. 
will be served.
A New York music firm sags
• • •
from the various chapters at • • • a survey showed that someone
golf hostess. The ladies lay
luncheon will be served with
Freda Butterworth 753-1293 and
Maxine Scott 753-332n as hos-
tesses. Please make reservat-
ions by Monday evening.
• • •
The Wadesboro Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. 11. D. McDaniel at 12 noon.
• • •
Thursday, Sopteniber
The Tau Phi Lambda Soror-
ity will have an initiation cere-
mony at the Woodmen of the
World Hall at seven p.m.
• • •
Murray Woman's Club will
The Home Department of the
meet at the club house at two 
ing ground beef.
Mrs. Margaret Nell Boyd led
the recreation in the absence
of the leader. Mrs. Vernon
Moody.
Other members present were
Mrs. J. C. Kemp, Mrs. Brooks
Moody, and Mrs. Alton Cole.
Visitors were Mrs. Alvin Us-
rey, Mrs Chesley Butterworth,
and Mrs. Perry Hendon, with
the latter becoming a member
of the club.




Mrs Paul Butterworth was
hostess for the meeting of the
Penny Homemakers Club held
Monday. September 16, at one
o'clock in the afternoon at the
Triangle Inn.
The president. Mrs Ernest
Madrey. presided and Mrs. Gra-
ham Feltner, secretary, read
the minutes and called the roll.
Mrs. Delia Graham read the
scripture from Romans 12:21
and led in prayer.
The main lesson on "Ground
p.m. Hostesses will be Ifts-
dames Max Hurt, Bun Swann,
J. T. Sammons, E, A. Lund-
quilt, David Henry, Jewell
Parks. and Bun Crawford.
• • •
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Temple at
7:30 p.m.
• • •
The Business and Profession-
feted with a brass candelabra attached bouffant layers of im-
which formed an arch of four-.ported illusion, the final layer
tees candles The base was en-extending to cathedral length.
twined with greenery and whtteThe bride carried a traditional
ahrysantheminns Behind the bouquet of beautiful white but. 
archedcandelabra and placed temey roses and tube roses in-
in a higher position was a terspersed with Baker's fern
brass seven branched tree can-and green velvet,
delabra which held burning tap-
ers and a center arrangement Mrs James W. Harris. sister
of Baker's fern and white of the bride, served as the mat-
chrysanthemums. On each side ron of honor She wore a for-
of these there were two white ma] gown of autumn gold silk
columns with large Grecian chiffon over peau de soie, rash-
urns which held gorgeous ar- toned with a natural waistline
rangements of white chrysan- accented with a wide obi sash
themunis and Woodwardia of satin and adorned with twin
fern. These were flanked by satin full blown roses. The
two tall brass swirl candelabra gown featured Bishop sleeves
Two modern palm trees made and high bateau nectline,
of Woociwardia fern were used mg above the easy softened
in the background Six Grecian skirt that flowed gracefully as
pots of fern completed the sett- she advanced to the sanctuary.
ing The family pews were 'He-r headdress was a petal clus-
marked with cathedral tapers ter, frosted with miniature
entwined with leather leaf teas pearls and with silk streamers
and small *ride ehrysanthe 1 flowing down the back of the
1:111/M.I. gown fler shoes were in match-
The nuptial Lonnie -WM tag color. Mrs. Harris carried
sented by Miss Sandy LillY, ar. a basque of fall colored minis-
ganist and Rev and Mrs. Bob- t„e pompoms ranging in color
ert G. Humphreys. vocalists from the darker bronze tones
Rev and Mrs. HumPlireYs laag to the pale golden hues The
"One Rand- Ckle Heart" hy• flowers were accented with
Bernstein. "Whither Thou Go- Baker's fern and ecucalyptus
eat" by Singer and "The wedd-, with gold velvet ribbon trim.
big Prayer" by Dirnlara This The bridesmaids were Miss -
ile song was sung at the c7n- Betty Shaw, sister of the groom,
elusion of the ceremony. Miss Miss Trudy Lilly. Mrs Walter
Lilly's selections included Blackburn. Jr. end Mrs Win
Zierubemstperat uriiTu,ne'by byueziPurce,l01.
ShalimnwnE, sister of 
n. 
the groom, wasl
Perfect Love" by Barney "I the junior bridesmaid Their
Love Thee" by Griela "Ave gowns and headpieces were
Maria" by Bach-Gounod. and identical to those of the honor
"Alpha Gamma Delta Reverie" attendant Each carried a bas-
"To A Wild Rose" by MacDa- que of fall colored miniature
well was Played while Mrs pompoms similar to the matron
Shaw and Mrs Russell were • of honor.
ing seated. The Bridal 
Wagn
er,
from "Lohengnn" by  thelhullowM-earY girl SheLittiethnworewasa
Each of the three aunts of
the bride wore a corsage of
starburst fugi mums.
Reception
Following the wedding cere- , where Miss Russell and Mr.
mony Mr_ and Mrs. Russell en- Shaw sat were topped with a
tertained with the wedding re- miniature bride and groom.
ception at the Murray Woman's For the occasion Miss Russell
Club House. wore a grey and white linen
dress with a short eton jacket
the guests to be served at the
bride's table.
The bride's table a-as over-
laid with a cutwork imported
white linen cloth. Centering the
table was a gorgeous arrange-
metn of four and we half d
zen white butterfly roses in
a Never urn This center piece
was flanked by two three bran-
ched silver candelabra holding
pale yellow tapers and draped
with smile. Garlands of smilax
were 'leo placed around the
wedding cake and the silver
punch bowl from which yellow
punch was served The four
tiered white wedding cake de-
corated with yellow rosebuds
was topped with three white
satin wedding bells. Heart and
bell-shaped party sandwiehes
decorated yellow mints and nuts
In silver compotes were also
served. All appointments were
in silver.
The wedding cake was cut
and served by Mrs W C Elk-
ins and Mrs. George T Lilly
Mrs. J. I. Hosick and Mrs.
Charles J. White. aunts of the
bride, presided at the punc
boa& .Also aging at the
bride's table were Mrs. Joe E.
Littleton, Mrs. Galen Thurman.
' Jr., Mrs. Genera Hamlett. Mrs.
Phil Mitchell and Mns Gordon.
Moody
Small tables covered with eon
braidered white linen cloths
and centered with lovely ar-
rangements of star burst fugi
mums and fern in crystal clam.
pagne classes were placed at
intervals in the large reception
room Here the guests were gi-
Ivan an opportunity to sit while
enjoying refreshments
The mantle was lovely with
an arrangement of white chry-
santhemums and twelve white
Week Of Prayer
Programs Held By
Elm Grove W MS
The Woman's Missionary Soi
ciety of the Elm Grove Bap-
tist Church observed the week.
of prayer for state missions
with meetings at the church
Last week
"Why State Missions" was
the thecae of the program with
the scripture reading from the
43rd chapter of Isaiah "Oh Ma
Loving Brother" was the 5311E
for the week.
Rev. Lloyd Cornell. secretary
of the Baptist Student Union
was the guest speaker on Wed-
nesday night and led the pro-
gram on "Why Lead"
Leaders during the week were
Mrs. Keys Keel on "Why Ser-
ve", Mrs. Charles Burkeen on
"Why Build", Mrs. Earl Lee on
"Why Cooperate", and Mrs
Walton Fulkerson on "Why Re-
fresh".
Prayers were led by Mes-
dames Fulkerson, Alfred Keel,
Harry Shekel], T. G. Shelton.
Charles Birrkeek' Alirlii Futrell
hi..GiMaudie Hale, Hilda Maurer
Bessie Colson, Thannie Parker
en Hale, Earl Lee, George
Cossey, Melvin Barnes, KLy.s
Keel, Wilbur Weston, Rev. Cor-
nell, and Rev Lloyd Mayer.
Others present and taking
part acre Mrs. Albert Crider,
Mrs Pearl Moore, Mns John
Stamps, Mrs. Mason Thomas,
Rev and Mrs. W. A. Farmer,
Mr and Mrs Luther Hendon,
Mr and Mrs. Purdoni Lassiter,
Keys Keel, Steve Keel. Toy Out-
land, James Shekell, Albert
Crider, Wilbur Weston, Glen
Hale, and Roger Hale
was used for the procession at floor length gown identical to candles placed behind and high. 
andthe Wedding March from. the dresses of the matron of er than the flowers. Fern filled
"Midsummer Night's Dream honor and the bridesmaids the remaining space on the man-
by'litandelssahn was used for She wore matching satin shoes tie while pots of (ern (ompiete
the recessional Seven chimes Her head piece was a ribbon iy railed the fireplace The piano
bride
marked the entrance of the
• cented with gold velvet trim roses and mums which was tok




droomwith a miniature bride andBrides Drew
for her wedding a formal gown bon
The lovely young bride chose
Miss Shirley Cochran and:.Recently dismissed fromof ivory silk organza combined James G Shaw, Jr., brother miss Dinah Sue Cherry played Lourdes Hospital. Paducah has
been Hardin Morris of Murray.
PERSONALS
appropriate background music
during the festive hour Silver
trays filled %vita rice bags tied
with gold ribbon were passed
to the guests by David Ken-
I net!) and Andy Littletan (Rh-
erg who assisted at the recep.
Mildred Outland of Murray -
has been dismissed from the
Henry County General Hospi
tat, Paris, Tenn.
• • •
Floyd Garland of Murray hoc




Mrs Linda Sue Draper of
Murray has been disunited
from the Western Baptist Hos-
'fatal. Paducah
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ray and Mrs. Fanny Williams of
Mayfield.
During the social hour Mr.
Keys served most enjoyable re
in one out of every 11 farm freshments to the group
families in the United States • • •
takes organ lessons,
• • •
Mexico nationalized its oil
Industry in 1938.
New York's Manhattan island
from 60th Street to Its south-
ern tip holds the great concen-
tration of business activity 11,
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WATCHING THEIR 'LANGUAGE- Pupils and grownups picket,
outside St. Leonard Aime Renauld High School In Montreal,
protesting the schoorboard's decision to have all classes
taught in English. At the vvindbws are sit-ins, also protest-
ing It's French these Quebec residents want.
THE RUBBLE that's left of this building in Eakhk. Imam indi-
cates violence of the earthquake there. Rescue workers are
searching for injured anti dead
THE LIDGEIR Timis  — MURRAY. KENTUCKY  WEDNESDAY--SEPTIDABER 18. 1968
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EX-POLICEMAN HELD IN SLAYING • Robert .John Ertel- ,
24, I left, near the covered body of the girl), gave himself
up in Phoenix, Ariz., after he was charged with the Aug. 12
slaying of MerilyrLelark, 12, in Hollywood, Ftir. -HU helped ,
Investigate the slaying before retiring from the Hollywood












AT - PARKE R'S
LEAN MEATY BOSTON BUTT
Lean, Tender
ROAST PORK% 39'  -STEAK---
PORK
Paramount - 12-oz.





Spare RIBS- OP. IP
- 39c
49 lb














































CELERY _ _ stalk 10*
U.S. No. 1 Red
POTATOES _ 10-1b. bag 49*
Ruby Red - 6-oz. bag
RADISHES  _ 5*
Yellow Sweet - 3-1b. bag
ONIONS 
Fresh - large heads
CAULIFLOWER _ _ _
Fresh Home-made - 12-oz. bag
19*
- _ 39*
COLE SLAW  19*
9'
— FROZEN FOODS '
Pet Ritz Frosty Acres - 9-oz.
PIE SHELLS (2 in pkg)  V" CUT GREEN BEANS  2/39*
Frosty Seas Breaded - 1 lb.
FISH STICKS (8-02.)  ,-- 29* CHUCK WAGON STEAKS
Morton, Beef - Chicken _ Turkey Frosty Acres - 8-oz































TRI LIDGE111I TIME s MURSAY.
WAR VICTIMS ATTEND SCHOOL IN GERMANY Young victims of the war in Vietnam
listen to their South Vietnamese teacher, Nguyen Van Thiet. in the dining hall of West
Germany's month-old Peace Village at Oberhausen. Thirty children, most of them severe-
ly wounded in the war are living in the village built for them by volunteer groups from
several nations. • cblephoto)
SENSING THE NEWS
By Thurman Sensing
I XI:COTT/I VIC! PRESIDE en
Southern States Industrial Council
THE BRAINWASHING
TACTICS
As Americans look back on
the Democratic con vetion and
the strife that accompanied it.
A is likely that they will recall
with anger and disgust the way
the Chicago police were made
a scapegoat by the hard core
leftists inside and monde the
oonvention. Teievison viewers
also will appreciate the fact
that the lefosts had the almost
100 per cent cooperation of the
TV commentators who raised
the cry of .'police brutality."
For months before the con-I
vention. it had been pointed out
that radical groups would seek
to terrorise Chicago. They cert-
ainly tried to do just that_ Sev-
eral thousand "yippies" swarm-
ed into downtown Chicago, in-
vaded hotel lobbaes, blocked
sidewalks. created disturbances,
ihouted obsceneness at the po-
lice and generally nialiked
oonditioo of ensoretty- -- '"
The Chicago police had a
duty to perform, the duty of
restoring law and order. End
they failed in their dirty, the
°ympses" would have seised
control of downtown Chicago,
terrorizing the community, and
then would have marched on
the convention. It is probable
that a suceengni -yippie cam-
paign downtown wood have
produced further disturbances
in the city. including riots on
Chicago's South Side.
Fortunately for the law-abid-
ing people of Chicago the po-
lice were able to contain the
demonstrations. It was not an
easy task, of course, and re-
quired strenuous efforts. The
television networks. while show-
ing police using nightotacks.
failed to show the provocation
given to the police. The provo-
cation included four epithets
by demonstrators and the threw-
wig of fifth at police officers.
None of the demonstrators
would have been injured by
police action had they obeyed
the lawful orders of the police.
The protesters refused to do
this. They wanted trouble. They
especially wanted the television
cameramen to film the police
in action. _
Policemen aren't equieT
with mghtencks simply for the
sake of appearance Under the
law, they are authorize° to use
force against lawbreakers who
resin arrest. Fortunately. the
Chicago police were not fright-
ened by the prospect of adverse
entice= by palitical spikesmen
for leftist demonstrators. They
defended the public interest
when they rounded up the agi•
todors sod tossed them into pa-
lice vans.
Immediately however, the
network commentators raised a
hue and cry They expressed
shock to the viewing audience
over "police brutality" They
didn't condemn the brutality
of the demsnstrators against
the poiice and against the en-
tire Chicago community. The
newort commentators apparent-
ly had been primed for this
kind of emotional outburst a-
gainst the Chicago police.
Ric-hard L. Strout. staff cor-
respondent of the "Chri.stian e
once Monitor. said in a &welch
from Chicago Aeguet 27: ...?The
mildest parade 'of young people
brings a TV camera like a
hook-and-ladder truck to a three-
alarm fire. Any yoimgster who
will denounce the authorites
finds himself surrounded by a
ring of extended microphones."
The nebworks' savage assault
on the reputation of Chicago
policemen (and should be re-
membered that the policemen
risked their lives in confront-
Mg the five thousand "yip-
pies") and displayed gross pee-.
judice in other ways as well.
Throughout the convention.
the networks presented inter-
views with young radicals who
demand a "reetructuring" of
the nation Each of these inter-
views hammered at the propa-
ganda theme that the young
peopie of America are radical-
minded The TV networks, in
short, have promoted, and are
promoting today. a false ma
age of American youth. The
frequent comments about "the
kids" being for McCarthy, forl
instance, seems to be a calculat-
ed effort to develop the Oda.,
that conservative candid 3.
don't attract the support of To
young. It also is an effort •
portray youthful "VIPPica.
typical- --of ArnerteS19—you.
which they most assuredly
not.
Hoepital Report
' Census — Adults .... 112
Census — Nursery ... 7
Admissions. September IS, ISO
Mrs. Ruth Miller and baby
boy, Route 5, Benton; Mrs.
Nancy Steele, Route 6, Murray;
Mrs. Virginia Burkeen, Route 1,
Almo; Mrs. Elaine Outland, Rt.
2, Murray; Master David Lamb,
Route 1, Aimo; Mrs. Mary Joe.
es, 811 No. 18th Street, Mur-
ray; William Shipley, Box 84,
Hazel, Mrs Maudeen Cohoon,
1718 Magnolia Drive, Murray;
Claude Nelson, Route 1, Dex-
ter; Baby boy McDougal, Route
2, Puryear. Tenn.; Baby girl
Watkins. Buchanan, Tenn.
Dismissals
Miss Patricia Bynum, Route
3, Murray; Dalton Vaughn, At.
2, Calver City: Joe Mike Ben-
nett, Route 1, Farmington; Miss
' Leanne Key, Route 1, Murray:
, Mrs. Linda McCalon, Route 2,
Murray. Mrs. Barbara Darnell,
Hardin; Mrs. Aleshia Cunning-
ham, Route 4, Murray; Mrs.
Cora Burkeen, Route 3, Mur-
ray; Mrs. Mollie Curd, Route
L4, Murray.
SELF DEFENSE A tear gas "gun" small enough to carry in a
pocket or purse is being put on the market by Fred Andrews
of Roseburg. Ore., as a protection against attackers. The
tear gas is safe, and effects are relieved quickly by moving






Farmers will not buy seed
corn without knowing some of
the background of the variety
or strain.
According to Charles W.
Scherer, Area Extension Swine
Specialist, there is as much dif-
ference in strains of hogs as
there us in varieties of seed
Corn.
Some animals convert feed to
pork at the ratio of less than
three pounds of feed per pound
of gain. Others require 3.5 or
4 pounds of feed or more. This
can amount to several tons of
feed a- year even in a small
herd
Meaty hogs are more effic-
ient gainers, bring a better
price — meet the consumers
desire at the food store.
},irk producers should keep
replacement gilts out of their
own herd, using growth rats
and backfat probe as major
selection tools. Then, buy a
proven boar from a tested herd.
Combine these in a breeding
program for quality and pro-
fit .o
Contact the local Area Ex-
tension Office or the TiallVer-
sity of Kentucky Experiment
Station at Princeton for assist-
ance in selecting breeding
stock.
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press International
The Chinese cultivated oys-
ters long before the Christian
era, and Romans successfully
used artificial methods of grow-
ing them to satisfy the refined
tastes of their epicures
THIRD HAND--Many of us
could use a third hand. Joe
Shand gets one as a friend
covers one of his. ears to
drown out jet engine noise
while he makes a telephone
call at Hobby International
Airport, Houston, Tex.
WEDNEBDAY—SEPTEMBER 18, 19tir:
MEXICAN LANDS 860-POUND TUNA—Mexican team Membet
Juan Posada !third from right is helped by fellow fisher
men and photographers as he hauls in the 860-pound tun.'
he caught during the 19th International Tun.4.. Cup Match
at Wedgeport and Cape St. Mary, Nova Scotia. The tuna
was only 11 pounds lighter than the largest fish eVer taker
in the match
COFFEE-BREAK Like the average American job-holder, 14:-
treat window washer Joe Sheppard takes a coffee-break
high over a downt.cocal street
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WAREHOUSE CLEARANCE SALE
NOW GOING ON at . . . .
TOM BISCUIT IIITERSi
ROSE011T ON ALL SUMMER HOUSEWARE
MERCHANDISE YOUR CHOICE 1/2 PRICE!
RUM. ii'::vus
Iin 




















10° 6-QT. PLASTIC BOWLS - Large variety of
other size Salad and Serving Bowls also
available.
of SERVING PLATTERS - Deep wall, heavy
duty aluminum, for juices.
of IRONING BOARD COVERS.
as" LARGE PLASTIC SCOOPS eo PLASTIC BREAD TRAYS.
oo SERVING BASKET - Keeps food hot or cold. ao• DIAPER-GARBAGE PAIL DEODORIZERS.
a/ SALT & PEPPER SET - For picnics. Moisture
proof, spill proof.
WIDE ANGLE PLASTIC DUST PAN - Fits
into tight corners, hood.
fro HINGED PLASTIC SOAP CONTAINERS. APPLE CORERS.
of PLASTIC SHAKER - Easy, quick way to fix
shakes.








LUSTO WARE SNACK PLATES.
fro ALL PURPOSE GLUE PENS - Loaded with






1/2 PRICE on "RAID" 
KILLS 
 ILVERF IESSH ,
MMOSQHLS'ITOFLEISis ROACBHUEGS,s AaNncTS,
OTHER HOUSEHOLD INSECTS. In 3 Sizes.
* CLIP THIS COUPON *




la a 5 5 a Cal rairiMirs-micins3ralralinclilliftl,
* CLIP THIS COUPON *
99e VALUE 28(' 
With Coupon.
good thru




— LIMIT 2 — With Coupon.
g $1 1P .05 VALUE . 4 good thruSept. 21, 1968
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THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY.
,,,,„,„, ...... ‘‘,\\,,04, N%\s, 1.,•••••••••
Prices Good Through Sept. 24
111
WEDNESDAY—SEPTEMBER 18. 1968%N \••%\%.\\ \‘‘,..\\ \\%%\,.\NN •\\‘‘..\\\‘‘,.\\%,...\\NN.,\ \•
KENTUCKY
2ND BIG WEEK
MA 5TH ANNIVERSARY SALE
Be Sure to Register for FREE G.E.PORTABLE TV lobe Given win atv ay epteniNW Not be Present to Ws 
\\\\%,,





















BABY FOOD Jar 9
All Brands
























PARKAY 4FoR $1.00 l 
 Crown 
2 #ar90PEANUT BUTTER i 
Margarine lb. pkg.
IGA
_3 FOR S 100 BLEACH_46 oz. Can
IGA 46 oz. Can 1A Gallon





g Roll IFresh Crispy Pillsbury 9 oz. pkg.














U.T.M. tackle Julian Nunarnaker, senior from
State Racers this Saturday night at 7:30.
A CHECK of offensive blocking as-
signmerrts occupies (from leftl tackle Mike
Coffron, offensive line coach Grover Page
and end Richard Whit4itild of the Univer-
Manning, S.C.. win face the




10:30-11 p in - Munson Out-
doors . . Ch. 8.
• • •
Saturday, September 21
Noon-12.30 p. in. - Pigskin
Preview . . . Ch. 8.
• • •
12:30- 1 p. in. - Car and
Track . . . Ch. 4.
• • •
14 p in. - Football
Texas Christian University vs.
Georgia Tech. Ch. 8.
• • •
Murray 2-2:30 p. in. - Championship
Bowling . . Ch. 5.
•• •
2:30-3 p. m. - Celebrity Bil-
liards . Ch. 5.
site of Tennessee at Mersin. The UTM Vols
will open their football season Sa+urday
night against Murray Stale University at
Murray, Ky.
Gaylord Perry Pitches No-
Hitter Against Cardinals
perfect game by one pitch,
walked only two battersin hurl-
ing the fourth no-hit game of
the season in the major leag-
ues. Jim Hunter of Oakland,
ToniPhoebus of Baltimore and
George Culber of Cincinnati
were the.previous no-hit pitch-
ers.
' By JOE GERGEN a no-hie no-run game. "You saw it.' replied CurtUnited Press International The result was a 1-0 victory 'Flood, who was called out onGaylord Perry who has been for the Giants and a heart- strikes for the final out whenknown to throw some exotic breaking_defaid-foc-St-Adassis asked wheal-or-Perry had doe.patches. found out the one pitch ace Bob Gibson. who allowed tored the ball -The guy pitchedthe St. Louta Cardinals couldn'n only four hits. One of them, ,a great game. Whigit'else is therehit was .11he letdown pitch however was a relit-inning to say,"
Perry the heretofore luckless mer by powerless Ron Hunt, j In other NL games. Los' Ang,right-hander of the San Fran- his second of the season. Ides ripped Cincinnati. 7-5, Newdeco Giants, caught the Cards Walks Two !York edged Chicago, 3-2, Pitts-in a festive mood following the Perry. who turnecr30 on Sun- 'burgh defeated Philadelphia. 4-ckincline of them secon4-canasesiey. -the- same the -Cards etin--4*--arnt Houston topped Atlanta'restive National League penriantehed the perusant by beating .5-1.
Tuesday night and knocked the-the Houston Astroe. and who' Detroit clinched its firstpins out (rem under them witkonly thre weeks ago missed a American League pennant in
23 
WHOLESALE PRICES




2nd e. %Lim •-fr •ft1i-
years by- beating the New
1York Yankees. 2-1. while Bos-
'Ion blanked Baltimore. 2-0.
Washington tapped Cleveland.
'44, and Oakland drubbed Chi-
.esgo. 8-1 after losing the first
e of a doubleheader. 2-1.
California at Minnesota was
postponed by rain
Nine Strikeouts
Perry. who threw 101 pitch-
es-including 69 strike--struck
out nine He walked Mike Shan.
non in the second and Phil
Gagliano in the eighth the on-
ly St LOWS baserunners in the
game.
Claude °stem collected three
hits, drove in a run, seored,two
and pitched the Dodgers _past
the Reds
Rookie Jim McAndrew pitch-
ed a two-hitter and Ron Swo-
Ixela snapped a 2-2 tie in the
fourth inning by stealing home
on the front end of a doub1i
steal as the Mets, edged the ,
Cubs.
, Gene Alley doubled and scor-
. ad one run and homered for
the deciding run in the sixth as
the Pirates topped the Pints
• • •
3-5 p. in. -
Ch. 4.
• • •
3-5 p. m. - National League
Soccer . . . Ch. 5. •
• • •
4-5:3() p. in. - Wide World
of Sport. . . Ch. 8.
WALKER SAYS
HOUSTON tin - H. B. "Spec'
Richardson. general manager ,f
the Houston Astros, announced
Tuesday that manager Harry
Walker and his entire staff will
be retained for the 1969 season !
Richardson said the Astros
would renew the contract of




By United Press International
American League
W. L. Pct.
1-Detroit 96 54 .845
Baltimore 87 66 .569
New York 80 72 .526
Boston 80 72 .526
Cleveland 81 73 526 18
Oakland 77 76 .503 2111
Minnesota 71 79 .477 2511
Calif. 65 87 .428 33
Chicago 63 90 .412 3511
Wash. 59 93 .388 39
1-Clinched pennant
-- Tuesday's Results
Detroit 2 New York 1, night
Boston 2 Balt 0, night
Wash 4 Cteve 2, night
Chicago 8 Oakland 1, 1st,
()Aland 8 Chicago 1. 2nd
Calif at Minn., ppd., rain
Today's Probable Pitchers
California, McGlothlin 10-14
and Bennett 0-4 at Minnesota,
Perry 8-6 and Chance 14-15, 2
P m.
  New York, Stottlemyre 20-11
at Detroit. McLain 30-5, 8 p. in.
Washington, Hannan 10-5 at
Cleveland. Siebert 12-10, 7:30
p. m.
Baltimore, Nelson 3-1 at Bos-






x-St. Louis 93 59 .612
San Fran 82 70 .513
Cincinnati 78 72 .520
Chicago 78 75 .510
Atlanta 76 76 .500
Pittsburgh 75 76 .497
Phila. 71 81 .467
Lo Ang. 70 82 .461
New York 68 84 .447













San Fran 1, St. Louis 0, night
Los Ang 7 Cincinnati 5, night
PittS' 4 Phila 2, night
Houston 5 Atlanta 1. night
New York 3 Chicago 2, night
Today's Probable Pitchers
Chicago, 1Luids 15-10 at New
York, Koosman 18-10, 8 p. in.
Pittsburgh, Veale 13-13 at
Philadelphia. Johnson 2-3, 7-35
p. in.
Atlanta, Niekro 11-12 at Hou-
ston, Lemaster 10-14, 8.30 p.
Cincinnati. Arrigo 11-9 at lais
Angeles. Sutton 9-14, 11 p.
St. Louis, Washburn 12-7 at
San Francisco. Bolin 9-4, 4 p.
Thursdays Games
Atlanta at Houston, night
Cincinnati at Los Ang . night







If peace is ever to come to
the Ohio Valley ConferenceGB
Eastern Kentucky University- .
1111 
will have to de-escalate its air
18 
war under the generalship of
18 
Jun Gu
The Colonels, favored to re-
peat as OVC champions, will
launch their first air strikes of
the fall campaign this weekend
as state college football action
begins in earnest
Eastern plays Hillsdale, Mich.,
Saturday night at Ashland, Ky.;
Murray entertains the Univer-
sity of Tennessee-Martin Bran-
ch art 7:30 p m ; Butler of In-
diana is at Western at 1:30
p. m.: Pensacola Navy plays at
Middle Tennessee; Chattanooga
meets Austin Peay at night,
and Tennessee Tech is at North-
west Louisiana in another game
under lights. East Tennessee
and Morehead have the week-
end off. ,
bi other state games, the Uni-
versity of Kentucky hosts Mis-
souri at 2 p. m.; Louisville
visits Southern Illinois at 1:30
p. m.; Kenyon of Ohio invades
Centre at 2 p. m.; Kentucky
State travels to Tennessee State
at 1.30 p in., and Maryville,
Tenn., visits Georgetown at 2
p. m
The talk on the Richmond
campus as the leaves begin to
turn is for an undefeated sea-
son and Eastern has received
top grades from several nation-
al publications in pre-season
forecasting.
But coach Roy Kidd is a lit-
tle more conservative, saying,
"We hope to do as well as last
year." Last year was quite a
lot, though, since Eastern won
the OVC, NCAA Mideast title
and took a Grantland Rice Bowl
victory Ball State en route to
an 8-1-2 season.
Guice was injured last year
and missed several games but
still managed to pass for 1,380
yards and 11 touchdowns.
He still had to take the back
seat to one man, though, Lar-
ry Tillman of Murray The 5-9,
170-pound quarterback led the
OVC in total offense by com-
pleting 190 of 380 passes for
2,300 yards and 18 touchdowns.
Western Kentucky University
will again feature a strong
ground assault led by fullback
Dickie Moore, who led the na-
tion's college division ball car-
riers last season with 1,444
yards in 208 rushes
Eastern's aerial attack will
test Western in Bowling Green
Oct. 26 in a game than may
decide the league race. Until
then, war, not peace will reign
in the OVC.
Detroit Tigers Will Play
The Cards In World Series
By FRED DOWN
UPI Sports Writer
The Detroit Tigers superstars
toasted a .198-Mater and a pit
char who spent the last month
in the doghouse when the cham-
pagne corks popped in celebra-
tion of the city's first Ameri-
oan League pennant since 1945
Even Denny McLain, the ma-
jors' first 30-game winner in
34 years, played the role of a
mere cheerleader Tuesday night
when the Tigers paid bubbly
tribute to a pair of unlikely
heroes-third baseman D o
Wert and pitcher Joe Sparma.
Wert, a sub-.200-hitter who
was hitless in three previous,
trips to the plate, singled with
two out in the ninth inning to
drive in Al )(aline with the
winning run in the Tigers' 2-1
victory over the New York Yan-
kees The victory:, the Tigers'
eighth straight, enabled them
to win the flag "in the man-
ner born" although the Boston
Red Sox had mathematically
eliminated the second-place Bal-
timore Orioles from the race
about 15 minutes earlier with a
2-0 triumph in Boston.
Withhold News
Most of the 46,512 fans in
Tiger Stadium were unaware
of the Red Sox' victory because
the Detroit management did not
flash it on the scoreboard. A
club spokesman said the man-
agement feared the fans might
pour out onto the field and dis-
rupt the game.
Sparma, who Ned- bTasteA,
Manager Mayo Smith ,--for tak-
ing him out of a game in the
early innings on Aug. 14, pitch-
ed a five-hitter to raise his re-
cord to 9-10.
Sparma gave the Tigers a 1-0
lead in the fifth inning when
his single drove in Bill Free-
haze who had singled and reach-
ed second on an infield out by
Tom Mathcick. Sperms carried
a three-hitter into the ninth
when the Yankees tied the score
on Charlie Smith's single, an
infield out arid a single by
Jake Gibbs.
McLain, Kaline, Willie Hort-
on and all the other superstars
who contributed so much to the
Tigers' march to the flag, sa-
luted Wert and Sparma over
and over again during the club-
house celebration and shouted
in defiance of the National
League champion St. Louis Car-
dinals, "blow e'm bark- ...
'esn back . . way back". . . .
and then, specifically referring
to the great World Series hero
of 1964 and 1967, Bob Gibson,
"bring on Gibson . . bring on
Gibson."
Culp Gets Win
Ray Culp pitched a five-hitter
and struck out 12 as the 1967
champion Red Sox officially
eliminated the Orioles.
Frank Howard's two-run op-
posite-fieldadrioubthiee in theeighth 0
inning 
Senators to a 4-2 victory over
the Cleveland Indians and dealt
Sam McDowell his 13th loss
and the Oakland Athletics and
Chicago White Sox split a dou-
bleheader in other American
Hot'-
games. The ame eeW hjoeite
Len's fivehitter and Bill Mel-
ton's two-run homer and Dan-
willithCatethreer hatis necgilesin to
othrleed runs
the
Athletics in the nightcap.
In the National leagpe, Gay-
lord Perry pitched a no-hitter
as the San Francisco Giants de
feated the champion Cardinals
1-0, the Houston Astros downed
the Atlanta Braves 5-1, the Pitts-
burgh Pirates beat the Phila-
delphia Phillies 4-2: the New
Reds 
Mte s nipped the Chicago rfl
Cubs  3-2 and the Los Angeles







Rose Cm 134 372 11 191 .341
M 5l04 P0 135 511 54 169 .330
F.Alou All la 619 44 193 .311
A.Johnson C'n 136 551 75 173 314
Flood et lain 7/ lna .307
Staub Idth 110 550 50 154 .29111
Becker/ Chl ISO 624 911 IN .294
Milian All 138 521 46 194 .292
L May Cm 133 SOS 74 147 .291
McCoys'), SF ,37 41 74 140 791
Herne Runs
McCoNy, San Francisco, 34; Banks.
Chicago, 32; R AIMS. Philadelphia, 30,
B.Willlarns Chicaso, 30; 11.4arOn,
Atlanta, 27.
Runs Batted In
B.WIlliams, Chkago; 97;9" McCovev
San Francisco, 97; Santo, Chicago, U,
Perez, Cincinnati, 17. Banks, Chicago, 4.
Pitching
14 Decisiegt
Blass Pittsburgh, 16-S, .767; Marichil.
San Francisco. 254, .731; Gibson.
St.Louls 11-7, .750; Kline, Pittsburgh.
1, 4. 333; Regan, Chicago, 10-3, .667;
Abernatny. CIncInnNi, 10-5, .667.
AMBRICAN LEAGUE
Player CNA/ GAS R H Pct.
Tastrrianiskl Ilsn 146 .1941 81 149 .300
Cater Oak 134 439 46 1 33 .190Oils. Min iu4 136 219, I
W.Horicei Drat 139 44 67 14 .730Buford Sal 1/0 34 59 110 .283Uhlbender Min 131 41111 52 131 .783ampanaris Oak 1 41 390 00 IN .2,7
ovslillo Cal 137 506 47 14 .777
Wht• NY ir 543 la ISO .275F.Howard Was 14 560 74 154 .275
limn* Ruhs
F.Howsed. Washington, 42: W Horton,Detroit. 34; K.Harreison. Boston. 33;R.Jackson, Oakand, 28; Friahan, Detroit,24.
Runs Batted in
K.Harrelson. Boston. 106; F Howard,844shinfirton, 101, Northrup, Detroit, /5,
W.HortOn, Detroit. 15, Powcb, b•Itirnora.8.
Pitching
14 DiNlilana
McLalft. DetfOit. 30-5, 437; Cub
13-5. .772; Tient, Cleveland. 704, .405;McNally. B•Itirnont, 20-9. NO. John.Chicago. 10-5, .647; Hannan, Washington,104, NT
PHILADELPHIA (UPII -
Gene Alley hit his third home
run of the season last night to
lift the Pittsburgh Pirates to a
4-2 victory over the Philadelphia
Phils and snap an eight-game





Volkswagen's Squareback Sedan for 1969 shares in the re-
finements for comfort, performance, and bundling of the full
line of VWs. An optional fully automatic, three forward speed,
torque converter transmission is available for the Squareback,
.5
s-r-esme
as well as for its brother the Fastback. Both the automatic
and the standard four forward speed, manual transmission
will furnish drive through an advanced design rear axle as-
sehibly which increases riding comfort and handling.
CARROLL VW,INC.
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'Only The Finest Foods
0011.11.
MI TINFOOD DEPARTMENT STORES
PET RIEZ Frozen
CREAM PIESPURE
LARD (ret 441 4 ih
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lb 39( BEEF LIVER
FRESH



































HYDE PARK BROWN & SERVE
ROLLS 2 PKGS. of 12 49
HYDE PARK
SANDWICH BREAD 1V2loalfb 29
HYDE PARK HOT DOG or HAMBURGER
BUNS PKG of 8 24
SPORT
DOG FOOD 15 oz can
MERIT

















FREE 1800QUALITY STAMPSWITH PURCHASE WEEK Of AUG2 AND COUPONS MAILED TO YOUR HOME. 6th CUP & 109-FREE on 3 lbs or more REDEEM ON VALID DATESHamburger or Ground Bee100—FREE on 2 pkgs Hyde Pal Hamburger00—FREE On a $3.00 PurchasR Buns
AY--BEIPTEMBER 18, 1968
An industry survey claims
United States is the most
conditioned country in the
I, with 1967 sales ot cool-
nits running better than
r cent over 1966, and
1.
• • •
ieviest vote in Rhode
Itory was in the 1952
1 election when 406.-
s. 91 per cent of















U.T.M. tackle Julian Nunamaker, senior from
State Racers this Saturdav night at 7:30.
A CHECK of offensive blocking as-
SI4711711•14S occupies (from lefte tackle Mike
Coffron, °Hernias line coach Grover Fags
and end Richard Whitfield of the Univer-
Manning, S.C.. win face the




10:30-11 p. m. — Munson Out-
doors . . Ch. 8.
• • •
Saturday, September 21
Noon-12:30 p. m. — Pigskin
i'review . . . Ch. 8.
• • •
12:30- 1 p. in. — Car and
Track . Ch. 4.
• • •
1-4 p. in. — Football . . .
Texas Christian University vs.
'Georgia Tech. Ch. 8.
• • •
2-230 p. in. — Championship
Bowling . . Ch. 5.
S'S
2:30-3 p m. — Celebrity Bil-
liards . . Ch. 5.
• • •
3-5 p. m — Baseball . .
i Ch. 4.
• • •
3-5 p. m. — National League
Soccer . . . Ch. 5.
* • •
4-5:30 m. — Wide World
of Sports. . Ch. 8.
WALKER SAYS
HOUSTON tiro — H. B. "Stier-
Richardson, general manager if
the Houston Astros, announced
Tuesday that manager Harry
Walker and his entire staff wil!
be retained for the 1969 season
Richardson said the Astros
would renew the contract of






By United Press Inter-nations.
American Leau.
W. L. Pct.
x Detroit 98 54 .645
Baltimore 87 66 .569
New York 80 72 .526
Boston 80 72 .526
CleN eland 81 73 526
Oakland 77.4.78 .503
Minnesota 71 79 .477
Calif. 65 87 428
Chicago 63 90 412 35s











Nave 2 New York 1, night
Boston 2 Balt 0, night
Wash 4 Cleve 2, night
Thicago 8 Oakland 1, lit,
cekland 8 Chicago 1, bid
,f at Minn., ppd., rain
Today's Probable Pitchers
California, McGlothlin 10-14
and Bennett 0-4 at Minnesota,
Perry 8-6 and Chance 14-15, 2
p. in.
New York, Stiattlernyre 20-11
et Detroit, McLain 30-5. 8 p. m.
Washington, Hannan 10-5 at
Cleveland, Siebert 12-10, 7:30
p. DI.
Baltimore, Nelson 3-1 at Bos-





W. L. Pct. GB
s-St. Louis 93 59 .612 —
San Fran 82 70 .513 la%
Cincinnati 78 72 .520 14
Chicago 78 75 .510 15'i
Atlanta 76 76 .500 17
Pittsburgh 75 76 .497 17'4
71 81 .467 22
Los Aug. 70 Pa 461 23
New York 68 84 447 25
Houston 68 84 .447 25
x-Clinched pennant
Tuesday's Results
San Fran 1, St. Louis 0, night
Los Ang 7 Cincinnati 5. night
Pitts 4 Phial 2, night
Houston 5 Atlanta 1, night
New York 3 Chicago 2, night
Today's Probable Pitchers
fasaago, Hands 15-10 at New
York, Koosman 18-10. 8 p m.
Pittsburgh. Veale 13-13 at
Philadelphia, Johnson 2-3, 735
p. in.
Atlanta. Niekro 11-12 at Hoe-
stan, Lemaster 10-14, 8.30 p
Cincinnati, Arrigo 11-9 at Los
-ingeles Sutton 9-14, 11 p
St. Louis, Washburn 12-7 at
San Francisco, Bolin 9-4, 4 p
in.
Thursdays Games
Atlanta at Houston, night
Cincinnati at Los Ang • night







If peace is ever to come to
the Ohio Valley Conference
Eastern Kentucky University
will have to de-escalate its air
war under the generalship of
Jim Guice
The Colonels, favored to re-
Peat as OVC champions, will
launch their first air strikes of
the fall campaign this weekend
as state college football action
begins in earnest
Eastern plays Hillsdale, Mich.,
Saturday night at Ashland, Ky.;
Murray entertains the Univer-
sity of Tennessee-Martin Bran-
ch at 7:30 a. ms Butler of la-
diens is at Western at 1:30
p. in.; Pensacola Navy plays at
Middle Tennessee; Chattanooga
meets Austin Peay at night,
and Tennessee Tech is at North-
west Louisiana in another game
under lights. East Tennessee
and Morehead have the week-
end off.
In other state games, the Uni-
versity of Kentucky hosts Mis-
souri at 2 p. m.; Louisville
visits Southern Illinois at 1:30
p. m.; Kenyon of Ohio invades
Centre at 2 p. m.; Kentucky
State travels to Tennessee State
at 7:30 p. m., and Maryville,
Tenn., visits Georgetown at 2
p. m
The talk on the Richmond
campus as the leaves begin to
turn is for an undefeated sea-
son and Eastern has received
top grades from several nation-
al publications in pre-season
forecasting.
But coach Roy Kidd is a lit-
tle more conservative, saying,
"We hope to do as well as last
year." Last year was quite a
lot, though, since Eastern woe
the OVC, NCAA Mideast title
and took a Grantland Rice Bowl
victory Ball State en route to
an 8-1-2 season.
' Guice was injured last year
and missed several games but
still managed to pass for 1,380
yards and 11 touchdowns.
He still had to take the back
seat to one man, though, Lar-
ry Tillman of Murray The 5-9,
170-pound quarterback led the
OVC in total offense by com-
pleting 190 of 380 passes for
2,300 yards and 18 touchdowns.
Western Kentucky University
will again feature a strong
ground assault led by fullback
Dickie Moore, who led the na-
tion's college division ball car-
riers last season %kith 1,444
yards in 208 rushes.
Eastern's aerial attack will
test Western in Bowling Green
Oct. 28 in a game than may
decide the league race. Until
then, war, not peace will reign
in the OVC.
Detroit Tigers Will Play •
The Cards In World Series
By FRED DOWN
UPI Sports Writer
The Detroit Tigers superstars
toasted a .198-btater and a pit-
cher who spent the last month
in the doghouse when the cham-
pagne corks popped in celebra-
tion of the city's first Ameri-
can League pennant since 1945
Even Denny McLain, the ma-
jors' first 30-game winner in
34 years, played the role of a
mere cheerleader Tuesday night
when the Tigers paid bubbly
tribute to a pair of unlikely
heroes—third baseman D on
Wert and pitcher Joe Sparma.
Wert, a sub-.200-hitter who
was hitless in three previous
trips to the plate, singled with
two out in the ninth inning to
drive in Al Kaline with the
winning run in the Tigers' 2-1
victory over the New York Yan-
kees The victory, the Tigers'
eighth straight, enabled them
to win the flag "in the man-
ner born" although the Boston
Red Sox had mathematically
eliminated the second-place Bal-
timore Orioles from the race
about 15 minutes earlier with a
24) triumph in Boston.
Withhold News
Most of the 46,512 fans in
Tiger Stadium were unaware
of the Red Sox' victory because
the Detroit management did not
flash it on the scoreboard. A
club spokesman said the man-
agement feared the fans might
pour out onto the field and dis-
rupt the game.
Sparma. who had blasted,
Manager Mayo Smith for tak-
ing him out of a game in the
early innings on Aug. 14. pitch-
ed a five-hitter to raise his re-
cord to 9-10.
Sparma gave the Tigers a 1-0
lead in the fifth inning when
his single drove in Bill Free-
han, who had singled and reach-
ed second on an infield out by
Torn Mathcick. Sparma carried
a three-hitter into the ninth
when the Yankees tied the score
on Charlie Smith's single, an
infield out and a single by
Jake Gibbs.
McLain, !Celine, Willie Hort-
on and all the other superstars
who contributed so much to the
Tigers' march to the flag, sa-
luted Wert and Sparma over
and over again during the club-
house celebration and shouted
In defiance of the National
League champion St. Louis Car-
dinale "blow em back- . .
'en back . . way back". . . .
and then, specifically referring
to the great World Series hero
of 1964 and 1967, Bob Gibson,
"bring on Gibson . . . bring on
Gibson."
Culp Gets Win
Ray Culp pitched a five-hitter
and struck out 12 as the 1967
champion Rod Sox
eliminated the Orioles.
Frank Howard's tiro-run Op-
posite-field double in the eighth 40,
inning paced the Washington
Senators to a 4-2 victory over
the Cleveland Indians and dealt
Sam McDowell his 13th loss
and the Oakland Athletics and
Chicago White Sox split a dou-
bleheader in other American
League games. The White Sox
won the first game on Joe Hoe
len's five-hitter and Bill Mel-
ton's two-run homer and Dan- a
ny Cater batted in three runs
with three singles to lead the
Athletics in the nightcap.
In the National League, Gay-
lord Perry pitched a no-hitter
as the San Francisco Giants de-
feated the champion Cardinals
1-0, the Houston Maros downed
the Atlanta Braves 5-1, the Pitts-
burgh Pirates beat the Phila-
delphia Phillies 4-2, the New
York Mets nipped the Chicago
Cubs 3-2 and the Los Angeles





jop 10 4 0
NATIONAL LEAGUCPlayer Club GAS W H Pct.
Rose Cm n 116 572 47 19S .341
M Alou PON 10,511 54 10 .330F.Alou At! 149 619 68 195 .315...mason c.n la 551 75 173 .314Flood Stl 142 50 71 10 .302Staub litn ISO 550 50 ,eBecker? Chl 159 624 98 1 .274All la 521 46 1 .297I. May Co 133 50 74 147 10
McCarty SF ,37 4111 74 140 .191
Herne Runs
McCovey, San Francisco. 3.4; Banks,Chicago. 32; 5 Alien, Philadelphia. 30.B.W1Illams Chian, 30; HAaron.Atlanta, 27.
Runs Galled In
B.Willlams, Chicago, 91; McCoys,San Francisco. 97; Santo, Chicago. Si.Parer, Cincinnati, 87. Banks, Chicago, 82.Clicking
14 DecisionBlass. Pittsburgh, 164, .7627 Markh.l.San Francisco.. 254, .754; Gibson.
SI.LOWs. 21.7. .750; Ktlne. Pittsburgh,11 4. .733; Regan. Chicago. 104 .667,Abernathy. Cincinnati, 10-5. .66'.
AMIIIHCAN LIKAGUIEPlayer Cleat GAS R N Pct.Yestrrernskl lisn 146 04 II 10 .300Cater Oak 134 451 16 133 290Oliva Mmn io4 136 719, IW Horton Det 139 496 0 143 .7PBuford Sal ITO 389 59 110 .703Uhliairrider Min 131 al 52 138 .2113
CAIMPOIVAr IS Oak 1411 599 JO 144 .277DevelIllo Cal 137 506 47 140 .777White NY 10 SAS 86 ISO .275F.Howard Was la 560 74 154 .275Kerne RunsF.Hcnvard, Washington, 42; W 140r101',Detroit, 347 K Harrelson, Boston. 25;R.Jackpin, Oakland, 2L F reshan. Detro..t,74.
Runs Batted In
ICH•rre lion. Boston. 'OA; F Howa,r1Wisshington. 101 Northrup. Detroit, IS,W.Horton, Detroit. 85, Powell, Baltimore.8.
Pitchin14 DiecinegliMcLain. Defeat, 30-5, 557. Culo Pos..%13-5. .773; Tlant, Cleveland, 20-9, .690;McNally. Baltimore, 30-9, 600, Jonn,Chicago. 10-5, .667; Hannan, we/snore%10-5. .667.
PHILADELPHIA (CPI —
Gene Alley hit his third home
run of the season last night to
lift the Pittsburgh Pirates to a
4-2 victory over the Philadelphia
Phils and snap an eight-game
skinning streak by Chris Short.
say of Tennessee at Martin. The UTM YoIs
wil open their football season Satutday
night against Murray State University at
Murray, Ky.
Gaylord Perry Pitches N
perfect game by one pitch,
walked only two batters in hurl-
ing the fourth no-hit game of
the season in the major leag- •
Hitter Against Cardinals ues Jim Hunter of Oakland.
By JOE GERGEN a ru Put, no-run game.
United Press International The result was a 1-0' victory
Gaylord Perry whoatissaiseeraftsr the Garnai a:7 i heart-
knorem to throw some exotic breaking defeat for St. Louis
pitches, found out the one pitch are Bob Gibson; who allowed
the St. Louis Cardinals couldn't only four has. Gee of them.
hit was the letdown pitch however, was a arstanning ho-
Perry. the heretofore lucklesemer by powerlesi Ron Hunt.
nght-hander of the San Fran-- his second of the season.
deco Giants. caught the Cards Walks Two
In a festive mood following the Perry. who turned 30 on Sun-
chnctung of their second conseaday. the same—the-Cards---elie-
active National League pennant (Ilea the pennant --by beating
Tuesday night and knocked the the Houston Astros and who
pins out from under them with. only Owe weeks ago mimed a
WHOLESALE PRICES
For 12, 16, and 20 Gauge
SHOTGUN SHELLS
Martin Oil Company
2nd a Nlairi -tr'-Pt.
•
Torn Phoebus of Baltimore and !
George Culber of Cincinnati i
. were the previous no-hit pitch-
"You saw it.' replied Curt
Flood, who was called out on
itrilembir the final out, when
asked whether Perry had doc-
tored the ball. "The guy pitched
.a great game. What else is there
to say."
In other NI. games, Los Ang-
teles ripped 'Cincinnati. 7-5. New
York edged Chicago. 3-2. Pitts-
burgh defeated Philadelphia. 4-
2. and Houston tryisielf Anent*
5-1.
Detroit clinched • its first
American League penriabtain
— 23 years by beatijig-The New
York Yankees, 2-1, while -Roe-
ton blanked Baltimore. 2-0.
Washington topped Cleveland.
4-2. and Oakland drubbed Chi-
cago. 8-1 after losing the first
game of a doubleheader. 2-1
California at Minnesota was
postponed by rain
Nine Strikeouts
Petry. who threw 101 pitch-
es—including 69 strike--struck
out nine He walked Mike Shan-
non in the second and Phil
Gagliano in the eighth the on-
ly St Louis baserunners in the
game.
Claude &steep collected three
hits, drove in a run, scored two
and pitched the Dodgets past
the' Reds
Rookie Jim McAndrew pitch-
ed a two-hitter and Ron Swo-
hoda snapped a 2-2 tie in the
fourth inning by stealing home
on the front end of a double
steal as the Nets edged the
Cubs.
Gene Alley, doubled and scor-
ed one run and homers-n] for
the deciding run in the sixth as
the Pirates topped the Phils
ea
Volkswagen's Squareback Sedan for 1969 shares in the re-
finements for corneae performance, and handling of the full
line of VWs. An optional fully automatic, three forward speed,
torque converter transmission is available for the Squareback,
as well as for its brother the Fastback. Both the automatic
and the standard four forward speed, manual transmission
will furnish drive through an advanced design rear axle as-
sembly which increases riding comfort and handling.
CARROLL VW,INC.

































































7 47 113 .341
1 54 1611 .330
9 AO 175 IS
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RD (reg. 48) 4 lb. carton
CHICKEN OF THE SEA
TUNA
JIG















lb 39 BEEF LIVER
FRESH
lb 64 PIG FEET
Round
USDA CHOICE bone in
RUMP ROAST lb 19i::
USDA CHOICE
RUMP ROAST lb $1.09























2 1 -lb pkgs. 29t
2c29
HYDE PARK BROWN & SERVE
ROLLS 2 PKGS. of 12 49
HYDE PARK
1/2 lb 29SANDWICH BREAD loaf t
HYDE PARK HOT DOG or HAMBURGER









DOG FOOD 15 oz can
MERIT




















QUALITY STAMPSWITH PURCHASE AND COUPONS MAILED TO UP & REDEEM ON YOUR HOMEWEEK OF AUG. 26th C 
DATES
109—FREE on 3 lbs or more Hamburger or Ground Beef
100—FREE on 2 pkgs Hyde Park Hamburger Buns
























Stamps Every Tues.& Wed j:::7:— . , ; 4
Right to Limit









































C9SLC D V 4.Rib.29'
Old
BOLOGNA
Fashioned Large 39 CHICKENSBar-B-Que . 59 ChSTEAKSk Wagon 6 690 CHICKENLIVERS Pound 
FLOOR Gold Medal 59 TUNA MoSn:yel
3-6.Y2z. 0
5 lb bag ChunkDel pU 
CanS100
MEL4.111i:;4C4:: \"ve--t•-.7
PEAS SweeAtrgGoreen 2CANs29 CHEESEr FoodHyGrade1 lbL box. • PEAKKNIVES
,.
-
.......,....,cR , cKERs Flavor Kist 29 OLEO Yellow
Solid
3 ibs aaliOsiO.OftPA , $1 tAn44 TO 111Ort.tiOIL81C
r....4F.
CE ILK '/2 43_0SORGHU ifitiPaMili"8 1 sacGallon plus ,„.,84or m„





Ma V.M /OW ••• 1.0•• 1000 MI S.ICI. •KaKIS TM 0110,1 4.
















Lb. Bag2119APPLES Goldens 4 .





loaf 34 NGarFRE lurdien Dent 1) 2ES 0 BagLb.1I












Bread, Onion Rolls, 
DanislviEgg Bread, Cream Puffs.
 AyAinBlue....PlatlA SE Qt.
,4 it











witn this coupon and
the purchase of $3.00 f)r —
more trom our Drug Rack
50 TREASURE CHEST STAMPS 50
aith this coupon and the
purchase of a 22 oz
h,ttle CHIFFON
50 TREASURE CHEST STAMPS 50
wiLn this coupon and
the purcnase of 10 11
hap Potatoe9
EGGS Grace A Large 19
with this coupon
and $5.00 or morro
more additionai Rip-
chase. 
--:-Gigs. & Tobb. & Dairy
•
THIS COUPON ONLY REDEEMAE, E AT
LIBERTY
VOID AFTER SEPT. 24 VOID AFTER SEPT. 24 VOID AFTER SEPT. 14
Products Excluded
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MOBILE MOVERS, Custom ?do
bile Home Moving, any place in
Inited States. All trips fully
insured Call 753-8175 or 753-
4707 Oct.-8-C
ELEC-TROLUX SALES & Ser-
vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176.
illynnville, Ky. Oct 124 Apartments, So. 16th. Call 753-
8870 or 753-8660. Oct -S-CVISIT THE HIGHLAND Oaks
Rabbit Farm D'imestic rabbits
for pets, breeding stock and
packaged meat Follow signs 5






THE LEDGER, $ TIME -MURRAY, KENTUCKY
ROAL MATS FOR SALE
SLEEPING rooms for LAKE FRONT and subdivision
from campus. j lots on Kentucky Lake. Buena-
753-5062. Vista Estates, Sherwood Shores,
Sept-1943 Fort Leisure Subdivision. See
 or Call Ed Greenfield, phone
OPENING SOON, The Hair-
dresser, in the Roberts Building
at 202 South 6th Street. Anne
uie, owner and operator.
S-19-C
VARSITY Barber Shop, 520
West Main, open half day Sun-
day through Monday for shoe
shining (only). S-23-P
LYNDA CHANEY is now work-
ing at Billy Proctor Beauty
Shop at Brewers. She invites
all of her friends to visit her
her new location S-20-C
WANTED: Young lady to share
2-bedroom apartment, prefera-
bly a University faculty mem-
ber. Call 753-6622 Monday thr
ugh Friday, between 8:30 a. m
and 5:00 p m. S-20C
ONE AND TWO bedroom a-
partment and sleeping rooms.
Air-conditioned, all new, in-
cluding furnishings. Williams
FURNISHED house for 5 or 6
I boys. Close to campus. Call 753-
3040 or 753-3415. S-18-C
THREE-BEDROOM brick, with
two baths. Carport, carpet in
living room. One-half block from
Campus. Phone 753-5560. S-18-C
THREE - BEDROOM apartment
for six boys, with central air-
conditioning, located at 505 No
16th , across from campus. Can
be seen after 6:00 p. m. Call
753-1262 days or 753-7587 nights.
S-19-C
ROOMS FOR boys at 1008 Sharp
St. Call 753-8638. S-19-C
NEW TWO-BEDROOM apart-
ment, air-conditioned. Range
and draperies furnished. Call
753-3485. S-20-C
SLEEPING ROOMS with private
entrance, for girls or boys. Two
'blocks from Court Square. Call
753-6135. S-20-C
For Rent
NEW GE TV SETS
Only $10.00 per month
With Built-In Antennas






UPSTAIRS OFFICE space, 3
connecting rooms over Dale and
Stubblefield Ceiling and floor
top condition, electric heat,





















• 502 Maple Street
Murray, Kentucky
753-3746. Sept. 26-C
BEAUTIFUL WOODED lot, 150'
x 250'. Restricted, residential in
Oaks Estates Phone 753-7720.
S-18-C
LAKE FRONT home on Kentuc-
ky Lake and Blood River. Two-
bedroom, two baths, furnished.
SERVICES OFFERED
FOR YOUR ALTERATIONS and
REPAIRS or REMODELING.
FREE estimates. Call 733-6123
or 435-4851. Sept.-23-NC
HAY BALING, Call 437-6415 af-
ter 7:00 p. m. TFC
AVAILABLE for baby sitting
In the Hazel-Midway area. Carol
Wetmore, 492-8304, S-17-C
WOULD LIKE to keep children
in my home. Call 753-8251,
H-1TC
Contact Noble Farris, 710 6th YOUNG sEcRETARy koking
Ave. N., Naples, Florida 33440- for full time job. Dental as-Phone M124328. S-19-C sistaugoe requirements also.
Call 753-1291.UNDER construction in Keene-
land Subdivision, a 3-bedroom
brick with fireplace, patio, and
double garage. Buy now and
save money. Ready for occup-
ancy soon.
A 3-BEDROOM brick colonial
on a paved highway about 3
miles from town. Fireplace, 2-
car garage, situated on a 1
acre lot.
A 140 ACRE cattle farm with
13 acre corn base, 1.44 acre
dark fired tobacco base, 14 acre
burley, 40 acres of cleared land,
2 wells, 2 houses tobacco barn
and other outbuildings.
TUCKER REALTY & INS., CO.,
102 Maple Street, Murray, Ken-
tucky, Phone 753-4342; Donald
R. and Pearl T. Tucker-Home
Phone 753-5020; Bobby Grogan
-Mcrae Phone 753-49711.
11-1TC
ONE OF THE Best cattle farms
in west Kentucky 210 acres,
modern 3-bedroom brick home,
good as new. Farm home, stock
barns and many other im-
provements, on good gravel
road, 9 miles southeast of Mur-
ray; 135 acres permanent pas-
ture, 100 acres bottom land of
high production and 75 acres
timber.
FULTON E. YOUNG, Realty
Phone 753-7333: Home phone
753-4946. S-20-C
FOUR-BEDROOM Brick with
large living room, family room,
kitchen with all built-in appli-
ances, two ceramic tile baths,
enclosed garage, utility room
and entrance hall. This one is
brand new and is carpeted thro-
ughout, also has central heat
and kir.
INCOME PROPERTY: Two bed-
rooms, dining room, utility and
living room plus bath is on the
ground floor. Upstairs there is
a nice three-room apartment
with bath. This one is priced
right and you could have a
good place to live and let the
upstairs pay for it.
ONLY $11,900.00 Will buy this
three-bedroom frame house Has
kitchen, living roam and is car-
peted throughout. Walking dis-
tance of MSU. Has transferable
loan with payments only $83
per month.
THREE-BEDROOM Brick on a
corner lot. This one has every-
thing, central heat and air, fire-
place, entrance hall, built-in
range and dishwasher, two
baths, utility room, outside stor-
age room, and is carpeted thro-
ughout.
BRAND NEW three-bedroom
brick on an extra large lot. It's
carpeted completely, has cen-
tral heat, utility room, built-in
range and is priced at only
$15,750.
40 ACRES with good outbuild-
ings but no dwelling. It's extra
good land on a good road. Only
$9,500.
BEAUTIFUL -these - bedroom
brick with large family room,
hying room, built-in appliances,
plenty of closets, patio, and ex-
tra large lot. It's priced to sell
for leas than 818,000.
SMALL DOWN PAYMENT can
buy this brand new three-bed-
nxvin.' brick with fireplace in
family room, two ceramic baths,
carpeted throughout. utility,
central heat and air and car-
port.
FOR THESE and other real
ate -listing see ROBERTS
REALTY at 505 Main, or call
753-1651. S-20-C
Just A Myth
NEW YORK , UPI - Its
just a myth that first babies
tend to arrive in early morning
hours, a six-month study of
4.870 births shows.
Among 1.326 first babies in
the study. 74 arrived betv..eeh
noon and 1 p m. and the few-
est - 25 - between and 3
m Mothers who already had
one child were likely to have
their next infants between 9
a.m. and noon, Dr Carl Er-
hardt. of the New York MY
Health Department. reported
In the NM York State Journal
of Medicine
Smoky Realism
BALTIMORE. Md UPI. -
How's this for realism: a smoke
generating machine is switch-
ed on writ n thire's a fire drill
at Sinai Hospital of Baltimore.
A report. in Modern Hos-
pital tells how it Is used.
S-20-P
NELP WANTED
LADY TO STAY In home with
lady recuperating from surgery.
Light house work. Phone 753-
E030 after 5:00 p. m. TENC
FEMALE Help Wanted, full
time employment with future.
Good pay and insurance bene-
-fits. Age 25 to 40. Retail Store.
Write Box 32-F c/o The Ledger
and Times. S-24-C
MAN WITH GOOD electronic
background. Some television
repair experience preferred but
not absolutely necessary. Fringe
benefits include, group hospital
and medical insurance, paid va-
cation, sick leave. Send full re-
sume to P. 0. Box 185, Murray,
Ky. S-18-C
R. N's and L. P. N's, immed-
iate opening. All shifts. Fringe
benefits. Mayfield Respite', P.




tember 21, 1968. Every 3rd Sat-
urday, 2:00 p m. This is your
place to sell or buy. Pay only
auctioneer fee. If you have
things to sell, bring to Huberf:3
Antique Shop, 4 miles South
of Murray on 641. If yoii want
to buy be present, plenty of
parking space. Call 492-8714.
This weeks big sale, following
antiques' Dining table, wash
stand with mirror, old gun,
clocks, trunks, ox yoke, buff ett
punch bowl and cups, tele-
phones, dinner bell, buggy
horse harness, World War II
toy wheel barrow and wine mix-
ing bottle. Ford tractor and
bush-hog, 1957 Chevrolet sta
ticni wagon, portable TV and
other household items to num-
erous to mention. Wayne Wil-
son Auctioneer. Phone 753-3263,
home phone 753-5086. S-20-C
AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE
1952 CHEVROLET, used for
hunting. Will sell for $55.00.
Call 782-2554. S-20-P
1964 PLYMOUTH convertible,
Sports Fury, 383 cubic inches,
automatic transmission. Mint
condition. M us t sacrifice,






205 S. 4th Murray, Ky.
WANTED
Boy to earn up to '9.00 per
week, after school.






and garden equipmeat at great-
ly reduced prices. Seaford laws
and Garden Equipment, 334
miles west of Hardin. Phone
4374312. Sept-19C
BOYS ENGLISH racer bicycle.
$15.00. Call 753-5402 evenings.
1987, 12' x 58' MONARCH trail-
er, all electric, carpeted and
furnished. Lot 213, Shady Oaks
Trailer Court. S-18-C
PILE is soft and lofty . . . col-
on retain brilliance in carpets
cleaned with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer $1. Big. K-
S-21-C
ALL OF MY farming equip-
ment. Garland Neale, Route 5,
Murray. S-18-P
CLEAN carpets with ease. Blue
Lustre makes the Job a breeze.
Rent electric shampooer $1.
Tldwell's Paint Store. S-21-C
ONE MALE and one female
toy poolcile. ARC registered.
Phone 753-7288 after 5:00 p. m.
S-18-P
CARPET colors looking dim?
Bring 'em back-give 'em vim.
Use Blue Lustre! Rent electric
shampooer $1. Western Auto
Store. S-21-C
REGISTERED miniature pood-
le puppies. One black male,
one black female, one brown
male. Call 753-2234 after 6:00
p. m. S-19-C
14 FT. FIBERGLASS Boat, trail-
er, 25 HP motor. $450.00. Call
753-3758. S-194
FULL SIZE mattress and
springs, Nissen dining room
suite with six chairs, large
iron wash kettle and fireplace
set. Call 753-2889 after 5:30
p. m. S-19-C
ASHLEY wood heater with
stove mat. Like new only, $75,
with thermostat. Call 753-3970.
S-19-P
1950 ADDITION of Encycloped-
ia Britanica with book case, like
brand new. Antique rocking
chair. Also pool table. Phone
453-1838. S-19-C
LIVING ROOM suite, end ta-
ble coffee table, lamps, 24 inch
TV, RCA, all Danish styling.
OW antique claw foot dresser.
Call 753-6840, S-19-C
PIANOS, ORGANS, new. By
Baldwin. Chuck's Music Center.
1411 Main. Phone 753-3882.
H-S-20-C
14' JOHN BOAT and 5 HP
Johnson motor. Very reason-
able. Phone 436-2237. S-20-P
BED AND SPRINGS, dresser
and chest Cheap Call 753-1733.
ITC
WEDNESDAY--SEPTEMBER 18, 1968
2 USED refrigerators, excellent
ocuidition. Will sell cheap. Call
753-5787 after 5 p m. 5-20-C
HONDA 50. 350 actual miles.
Call 753-1870. S-20-C
WANTED TO RENT
WOULD LIKE to rent modern
5 or 8 room house. Preferrabiy
on blacktop road and in the
country. Call 753-5240. S-20-C
An industry survey claims
the United States Is the most
air conditioned country in the
wrld, with 1967 sales of cool-
ing units running better than
40 per cent over 1966. and
climbing -
• • •
The heaviest vote in Rhode
Island history was in the 1952
Presidential election when 406.-
833 persons. 91 per cent of
those eligible, went to the polls.
SWISS WATCH :-Czechs out of their country on vacationsand business when the occupation came throng to the Swiss
Embassy in Vienna. The Swiss government is granting allcorners 90-day residence permits. (Cablephotol
YORKSHIRES




3 Mlles West of Lynnville, Kentucky
on Highway 94
Murrayllisci _Phone 753-8214A
10 MATCHED 12 ANGUS, 1 2 CHARLOTTE





IT CAME ON SO NATURAL - I MEAN,
SOUNDING OFF ON MY PROBLEM WITH
DAD. MISS WALKER SAT 'THERE AND LISTENE
...rt WAS A REAL RELIEF




In U I Oen Of -Al ry0o. 0••••••••3
INS A, Ono./ ...hoe 1,4i,ete,
AND WHEN I TOLD HER I
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THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKYFinal Rites Today
For Mrs. Jackson
The funeral for Mrs R. L.
(Ida lisaa Jackson was held
today at one p in at the cha-
pel of the BialockColeman
Funeral Home with Rev. Uoyd
Wilson officiatirrg
Pallbearers were Rex Jack-
son, Cecil Jackson, Hugh Al-
ONE CITIID
One person was cited f o r
driving while intoxicated yes-
terday by the Murray Police
Department_
The Rhine is Europe's bus-
iest river, carrying more than
110 tons of cargo a year, says
the National Geographic.
bee Jackson. Hardy Lee Jack- • • •
son. James Roy Jackson, and FMIthelnesds are the tender
Norman Bennett Interment was green s)rosits ci seiera, species
in the Murray Memorial Gar- 31 him
dens with the arrangements by,
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home Add•e' scerice in the chimpan-
. lee her.= at about the age ofMrs Jackson, age 68, of Al- •••,,,
mo Route One died Monday
the Benton Municipal HospltaL
Survivors are her atosboomk
R L Jackson, one dandlion
Mrs Johsi M Anderson. WO
sons. Guy and liven Jackass.
half sister. Mrs. Limit Yoe*
Mos& see Inlidisr. Sass Jr-
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Dietz by United Teeter. Syndicate, IS
DANIEL BOONE ...
itoottioad Irmo Pogo
years in the infantry. Gild-
well is active in the First OW
hit Church, serves on the Boaid
of Oaks Country Club, holds
stock in Murray Auto Auction,
Inc, and is a past member of
Civilian Club.
Vice President of Caldwell &
Amor., Don R. Roberts, lives
in Hopkinsville where he com-
munity still recalls his prowess
in varsity basketball and base-
ball_ His background includes
sales, accounting, plant manage
ment and livestock grading. Res
beets is presently „Regional
Manager for American Business
men' Life Insurance Company
A third officer of the newly
formed corporation, Owen Bill-
ington, manages the Farm De-
partment of Murray Insurance
Agency. A former member of
the Kentucky Hose of Repre-
sentatives and Kentucky Senate,
Billington is an officer of sey.
era] corporations. The senator
is actively involved in further-
ing commerce and industry not
only in his community but
throughout the state.
Glenn Billington, son of the
senator and fourth stockholder
in the Caldwell Daniel Boone
franchise operation, is Vice
President of American Business-
men's Life Insurance Company
(Lexington) and an officer of
Lakeway Shores, Inc. Young
Billington has spent the last
ten years in sales and business
management.
All four franchise owners an-
ticipate early success for their
new corporate venture. Accord-
ing to Senator BWington, "Ev-
eryone around here knows that
I like to encourage new busi-
ness This is is a new bus-
ness worth encouraging."
Feminine fashion continues
its love affair with the vest or
weskit. It's practical with
blouse for daytime costumes
and it's elegant for evening
done in velvet. Designer Bill
Blass for Maurice Rentner
shows ruby red weskits with
rhinestone buttons combined
with long, full-sleeved white
crepe blouses for evening. Fin-
ishing off the costume, floor
length skirts In white crepes
or satins.
A•••...=••••
U.S. -IIATTLESHIP EN ROUTE TO SOUTHEAST ASIA—Recently recommissioned, the U.S.S. NewJersey, the only United States active battleship. passes the monument to the L'SS Ari-zona at Pearl Harbor while en route to Southeast A Ala The U.S flag flies over thememorial to the crew of the Arizona. sunk by Japanese aircraft Dec .7, 1941
DIENNIZ :laZ
I BELIE VL ale Unued Same: .4starrica
aua roil-mown/ of dr people hy tbr prvpk for
thr peopk *bow jun power arc derned from
the ammo of tbr Aroserned a democrarl ins
Repot kit a .1101ro IngIl 'whoa of main earrers
-Wier a petted untott, one avid ?rampant*
es:ablaut! upon tinny pnnripl et of freedom
i'qualUy flutter and bumann.1 for irbteb
A risetican partial sacrifwed their Intl am!
fort 84 PILL
I TIIEREFORE BELIEVE it it my duty
to rits cowntry Jo last if, to support its Consti-
tution to °be) its Inlet to rtypert its Fitt, aml
Jo drfrnd It a ga 1 Ali all normier
59—D
' • • •
This jl, The Amerienn:s Creed,
goes back only to early' days of
World War I, when divided loyalties were
...ipping the 'nation's strength A contest was
poro.ored by the city of Bultimore, as "the
home of The Star-Sflialegled Banowe," for the
best ..unim.ity of American political faith
The prize %V .1, won with the text quoted
Above
Hut the Creed ...add be ',lid to have an
ante.-, dent in Dela 1,Vilhani Tyler Page was
botn Ottober 19 of that year at Frederick,
Maryland He at tencild public schools until.
sA hen thirteen he was appointed a messenger
in the Hi,..' or Reprt•entative• at Worth-
ington His education continued thereaftei
itt 'thy school provided for the errand boys,r, reading and in assotiatirin
60
... tr. kg and Senator-
Personable and well-liked, Page was given
advancements in staff .wprk st,the junior
chamber of Congress. and eventually (1919,
was selected Clerk of the House, He was re
elected to the position despite Republican'
and Democrat switches in majority positions
in the House until 1931, when he became
Clerk to the thrum Minority.
Page had not achieved the position of
Clerk of the House when his authorship of
The American's Creed brought him national
notice. Appropriately, in addition to the mon-
etary prize, it won him the position of _Ex-
ecutive Secretary to the Commission for
Celebration of 200th anniversary of birth of
George Washington
—CLARK KINNAIRD
Vim T. Page, author
of American's 'Creed
He died (k.t, 55. 1542.
5.
Peanuts®
W EDNESDA Y --SEPTF wA HER 18. 1968
by Charles M. Schulz /
Squirrels Die As
Balance Is Upset
MAGGIE VALLEY N.C. irn
— The delicate balance of na-
ture has been upset in the sou-
thern Appalachian mountains
and thousands of squirrels are
dying daily in four states be-
cause of it.
Late spring frosts earlier in
the year and an August drought
drastically reduced the supply
of acorns, the main staple food
for squirrels at this tIme of
year.
Tens of thousands of the,.
bushy -tailed animals are roam- 1
ing the mountains of North
rolina, South Carolina, Georgia,
and Tennessee in search of
food
Thousands are dying, many
from starvation, others are kill-
ed when they leave their nat-
ural habitat in search of food
and are struck by cars as they
cross highways.
The squirrels swim lakes and
streams in the Great Smoky
Mountains National Park in
their desperate food hunting
migration.
Frank Barick of Raleigh,
chief of the game division of
the North Carolina Wildlife Re-
sources Commission. said, "The
squirrels are desperately mov-
ing out of the mountains in
search of food. Chances are the
squirrel crop is going to be low
next year because of mass fam-
ine."
Although it's the worst he's
ever seen. Barick said Tuesday Del Monte
WHOLE BEETSnight that it was not a "cat-astrophic" situation.
"This happens every five or .
ten years." he said. "Some
years, like this year, it's worse
than others."
"However, squirrels are also
prolific. Twenty to 30 per cent





The annual session of South-
western Baptist Woman's Mis-
sionary Union will be held
Tuesday, September 24, at First
Baptist Church in Paducah,
starting at 9:45 a.m.
Featured on the program will
be Mrs Eddie Fields, Baptist
missionary to Israel Other per-
sonalities on program include
Mrs. J S. Woodward, W.M U.
president of Kentucky; Mrs.
George Ferguson, W.M.U. exe-
cutive secretary of Kentucky;
Mrs. Charles Gholson, repre-
senting the Baptist Children's
Homes in Kentucky; Mrs Char-
les Harting. president of West-
ern Baptist Hospital Auxiliary;
and Mrs. J. .Brandon Price of
Paducah. Chuck Bridwell, min-
ister of muss at First Baptist,
will be leading the singing
Mrs. Thomas E. Wilkins, pre-
sident of the Southwestern Reg-
ional W.M.C.. and Mrs. Lee
Dyer, president of First Baptist
Church W.M.U., invite all Bap-
tist women of the region to at-
tend.
Each lady is asked to bring
a sack lunch. The host church
will furnish dessert and drinks.
There will be a luncheon for
the program personalities, reg-
ional officers and associational
presidents at the noon hour.
Nursery facilities will be a-
vailable.
ALMANAC
by United Press International
Today Is Wednesday, Sept.
18, the 282nd day of 1968 with
104 to follow.
The moon is between its last
quarter and new phase
The morning star is Mars
The evening stars are Venus
and Saturn
On this day in history:
In 1850, Congress passed the
Fugitive Slave Act, allowing a
slaveowner with a certificate
to reclaim any slave who es-
caped into another state.
In 1851, the New York Times
was published for the first
time
In 1988, Valerie Percy. 21,
twin daughter of Illinois Repub-
lican senatorial candidate Char-
les Percy, was found stabbed
to death in the tercy-suburban
home north of Chicago.
A thought for the day —
Walt Whitman said "Once ful-
ly enslaved, no nation, state,
city of this earth, ever after-
ward resumes its liberty."
t •
CI•eck Your Insurance
NEW YORK .UPI, — React
any good insurance policies
lately' It's not like curling up
with a good book. But keeping
\ our life insurance and Your
health insurance up to date is
,ne way of avoiding flnantial
difficulty later on, family ad-
visors say
According to the Instituteof Life Insurance. a family'slife insurance program should
be reviewed periodically, es-
Pecially a-hen there is a major
change in family ,--(i-cumstances•
— say, birth of a child, ac-
quisition of a home, approach
of retirement, or a new job.
• • •
Two million persons live in
the Washington. D. C. metro-
politan area.
Some tortoises in the Gala-
pagos Islands weigh 500 pounds
and have perhaps reached 20C)
years of age
• • •
Napoleon was exiled to the
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THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Kate Simon's London Places
& Pleasures by Kate Simon
•Putnana's $7.50): Some travel
books tell you how to do it.
Others aLso tell you why. Kate• Simon's is one of the latter.
Her London is the picture
postcard London basically, the
guide to Westminster Abbey
and new Bond Street plus a
passing commen t on what
makes the English upper lip
not, so stiff. Keats walked there,
Marlborough lived here, Lin-
coln's statue is yonder and you
might try that pub.
The book may be too bulky
• for most American tou.ists
who do not have the money to
stay in one spot too long. Most
Americans hop from European
capital to capital, hello Louvre,
goodby St. Peter's. Kate writes
for those who stay and explore
and for those who only explore
from home.
She does not give hotel prices
much attention nor does she
mention all the places Ameri-
W can residents in London know
and like best. Probably, that's
Impossible.
The reviewer lived in Lon-
don three years and still learn-
ed from Kate Simon. But he
still believes the best guide to
London for most tourists is a
front seat upstairs in a Num-
ber 13 bus from St. Paul's to
the Marble Arch plus a lunch
▪ in Simpson's on the Strand.
IP a dinner at the White Tower
and a visit to any West
End pub with cut glass win-
dows after 7 p.m. That and
talk your head off—the English
natives are friendly.
Richard H. Growaid (UPI)
• • •
The Violent Peace by Carl
Mydans and Shelley Mydans
*atheneum, $12.50): A study_• in words and pictures—of the
numerous undeclared wars
since the end of World War II.
Korea officially was classed
as a "police action." Vietnam
allegedly is a civil war. The
continuing Mideast crisis be-
tween Arab and Jew is a so-
called border dispute.
These are but three examples
of the numerous clashes, long
and short, which have broken• out since the close of the Sec-
ond World War. They form but
three sections of the 455-page
work, which includes 114 pages
of photographs.
There also are first-person
reports from elsewhere around
the globe—Greece, Cyprus, Ye-
men, China. Hungary. Quemoy
and Matsu, Cuba. Venezuela
and the Philippines to name
a few.
The pictures are from the
different clashes and yet they
seem from the same conflict.
Weeping women, crouching sol-
diers, slain young men, burn-
ing villages, dive-bombing
planes. Vivid: Worth far more
than a thousand words.
Correspondents help in re-
porting the undeclared wars,
capturing the on-the-scene fla-
vor to go with a brief history of
the conflict. The Mydansea. •
husband and w ife photo-4-
porter team for Life magazine
who spent two years in prison
camps after the Japanese ov-
erran Manila at the start of
World W a r II. masterfully
blend the history with the eye-
witness report and the photos.
The photographs are group-
ed throughout the book instead
of accompanying specific copy
• on one war. It vividly points up
the universal na ture of the
countless conflicts: the same
characters in a different set-
ting.
The title points up the irony
of undeclared wars. None has
been declared since the end of
World War H. but with peace
like this, who needs war?
Paul Robbins (UPI)• • •
b Once An Eagle by Anton My-
rer (Holt, Rhinehart & Win-
ston, $7.95): An 800-page novel
of the professional American
soldier's battles in war and
peace - from World War into
the .Southea;t Asian conflict. It
should be a crowd pleases.
Some war books. "All- Quiet
On the Western Front." etc.,
tell us how futile war is. Others.
Isuch as "The Red Badge of'Courage," deflate heroism in
wartime. This fine fat novel
move's in between, telling it like
it is and like it was.
Myrer, a Harvard man who
By United Press International
went to war in tne Pacific, tells
the story of Samuel Damon.
Sam is a good fellow. He is the
quiet, respected leader whose
big momenta come in facing
two kinds of foe.
One is the town bully, kicked
down a flight of rural Nebraska
stairs. The other is a German
Machine gun nest in World
War I. Up from the ranks, Sam
wins a Medal of 'Honor and be-
comes a general.
He has more trouble with the
domestic foe—his countrymen.
They put him down in peace-
time as a toy soldier. They
make him nest his family in a
dirty camp shack. They sell
scrap metal to the Japanese be-
fore Pearl Harbor. They out-
maneuver him in army poli-
tics.
Real persons, real situations
are woven into this detailed
explanation of the pro warrior.
There is Douglas MacArthur,
the Am tea n pro-consul, a
military genius but hardly
good Sam's type. Damon ad-
mires the strategy of an In-
chon landing, writhes at how
an en tire army division is
thrown into battle as a mass
of nameless chessmen.
More to Sam's liking is Ge-
orge Marshall, a gentleman
warrior, a modest man but a
genius still.
Damon- reaches three stars
before his life's climax in Asia.
His lifelong foe, a general who
does ungentlemanly things to
his wife, sees no action but gets
more spangles, pomp and cir-
cumstance. Read into it what
you like.
Along the enjoyable way
Myrer, in his fifth novel, dis-
plays a galloping talent, an ear
for American slang, an eye for,
detail, a talent for storytelling*.
Richard H. Growald (UPI)
• S •
Adventures of an Elephant
Boy by Leonard Wibberley
(Morrow $3.950: Wibberley
makes like Voltaire in this sa-
tirical tale. His Dr. Pangloss is
president of the best of all pos-
sible nations—BAPN for short.
President Pangloss wishes to
show the glories of his country
to some underprivileged Can-.
dide. So he invites an elephant
boy from 'India to see and ex-
perience the high state of civ-
ilization in BAPN.
The elephant boy, Hari Ran-
lit Singh. is-reluctant to leave
the simple contentment of life
along the Ganges with his pet
elephant, but the President's
emissaries are determined to
show him what he is missing.
En route to BAPN the plane
carrying Singh crashes in a
land torn by war. All perish ex-
cept Hari who comes to in a
rice paddy and is rescued by
an elder 1 y homeless couple
who have been maimed by the
fighting between the insaders
from the north and BAPN
troops sent to save them.
And so Hari. like Voltaire's
Candide starts his education in
a modern world, eventually
making his way to BAN where
he is exposed to President Pan-
gloss, assorted politicians, and
the ways of the advanced in-
dustrial society.
This situation gives Wibber-
ley, through Hari. a chance to
needle with sly wit the benefit)
I ? ) enjoyed by the affluent
society. Hari politely a g rees
that all that he has seen may
be very fines but just the same
he pr e f ers to bathe in the
Ganges with his favorite ele-
phant.
Wibberley furnishes som e
good fun along with his sharp
political commentary.
Irving M. Peck (UPI)
• • •
The Aristocrats by Roy Per-
rott Sdacsasillan, 46.46%)-•:-A re-
port on how Britain's dukes,
earls, viscounts, barons, knights
and squires are doing in the
day of the welfare state.
They appear to be doing well.
Perrott, a British newspaper-
man, blows off some of the dust
iiid-C7ipo5'es he r ell c.s Of
grandeur from an age when a
gentleman was a gentleman
though he appeared to be. doing
nothing at all.
Some of the gentlemen are
in reduced circumstances. One.
lord is a steward on an ocean
liner. Another lives in a coal-
mining-village shanty, his old
pit pick hanging on the grab
wall. One member of, the House
of Lords is a soLumunist but
his peers don't mind it at all
though they do wish he would
explain all this Marxist busi-
ness a little more clearly.
Some of the rristocrats still
live in their stately homes, but
with fewer butlers, valets, up-
stairs maids and limousines.
They open fairs, mak e dull
speeches, occasionally sell a bit
more of their land and quietly
battle against the inheritance
taxes that have chopped many
of them down to democratic
size.
Author Perrott say s most
Britons, on evidence, like their
lords. And his report seems to
bear it out. Millions of Britons
have paid for a tour of a duke's
palace and the dukes install
lions, carnival rides and snack
bars for their customers.
The aristocrats, those with
money still and those without,
appear to preserve a sense of
duty to country and people.
They are unlike the young Bal-
kan prince who announced
to one shocked British peer:
"Wherever I ant. wherever
they are, I am always ready to
fight the people!"
Per r o t t interviews various
lords and ladies. It is all very
pleasant, witty and harmless
and quite probably valuable,
like well preserved volumes of
Punch magazine of the 19th
century.
By Richard H. Growaid (UPI)
SOVIET TARGET Arriving in
San Francisco on a flight
from London, Liba Svoisu-
duva, 22. a Czechoslovakian
-.i.lectrical engineering at u -
dent, is greeted by her uncle,
Milus Stikos. She said she
participated in student dem-
onstrations against the So-
viet invaders of her country
and was in a group of young
people fired on by Russians.
TiV
re NOTES
NEW YORK 'UPI 0 — When
mop-haired comedian Marty
Allen and partner Steve Rossi
break up their - night club act
this' fall. Al'en's first solo dra-
matic role will be in one of
"The Big Valley" episodes for
ABC-TV. He will appear in
"The Jonah" as a serio-comic
laborer who has a reputation
as a jinx.
• • •
NBC's "Ironside" series will
do the unusual Sept. 26 by hav-
ing an episode two hours in
length inste4 of the usual one.
It is called "Split Second to an
Epitaph:-! - -
• • •
The 'new director of NBC's
"Tonight Show Starring John-
ny Carson" is Robert Quinn,
who has been its associate di-
rector for three years. He re-
paces Dick Carsosis, Johrines
brother, who has gone to the
West Coast to take over a- new
series.
• •• .•
The "My Three Sons" series
on CBS will be enlivened in -its
ninth season by the birth of
male triplets to the eldest son,
Robbie. and Katie, whom he
married during the past sea-
son. The roles are played by
Don Grady and Tina Cole.
FRFSH AND TRIM 1969 Dodge Coronet 500 two-door hardtop goes on Ilisplay at
dealerships in September. Rig enough to the famib on sacation and small
enough to park smartly, it is one of 5 model, in "bread and hotter" Coronet line.




NEW YORK (UPI( —Bing
Crosby and Bob Hope have
been down more roads together
than Rand and McNally and
right. now they're readying
another vehicle for a special
trip.
They're teamed for television
this fall in RCA's Bing Crosby
Special, which is scheduled for
viewing on Oct. 23 at 10-11
p.m. on NBC-TV. Hope is the
guest stax, which prompts Cros-
by to- tell all who will listen
"This is something. I have
top billing over Hope and that's
quite an accomplishment.
"You know, he pouts quite
a bit about things like this but
this time he took it like a real
soldier. Of course, that was
after he found how much he'd
be paid in hard cash."
The Crosby-Hope tandem has
been as jointly identifiable as
ham and eggs for almost 30
years, or since they made the
first of their seven "road
movies—"The Road To Singa-
pore" in 1940.
"That road bit had to be a
Pretty good format," Crosby re-
calls, because when we made
the 'Road To Hong Kong' 22
years later it still did well."
Of course, both were estab-
lished performers in the movies
and on radio by the time they
gamboled down the road to
Singapore. Crosby had appear-
ed in his first movie in 1930—
when he was singing with Paul
Whiteman's band and played
in "The King of Jazz"—and
Hope appeared in several short
features as early as 1934.
It is a coincidence that each
had his first starring role in
movies that had almost the
same title: Crosby's in -The
Big Broadcast of 1932" and
Hope in "The Big Broadcast of
1938."
Also, while Crosby's name
was in lights over Broadway
movie marquees for the first
time in 1932. Hope's name
flashed in lights on the other
side of the Great White Way
heralding his star billing in his




NEW YORK (UPI •—Betty
Ann Grove represents one of
. the more unusual instances of
casting on Broadway this sea-
son. She plays Joel Gray's
I mother in the hit musical "Ge-
orge M" although she is, in
fact, younger than Gray in
' real life.
"Everyone knows it's make
believe so I don't mind", said
Miss Grove who started her
show business career as a high
school fashion commentator in
her native Cambridge, Mass..
and has since appeared as a
singer and entertainer in
many television shows.
After the run of the show
Miss Grove has two other ca-
reers open to her. She directed
and choreographed a number
of highly Praised shows for
Spanish television when she
was resident in Madrid where
her husband was in advertis-
ing. She also ran one of the




NEW YORK (UPI—In the
second season for the "Man-
nix" series on CBS. Mike Con-
nors will be seen in the title
role as a private eye working
on his own instead of being an
WEDNESDAY--SEPTEMBER 18. 1968
employee of the Intertect agen-cy. Gail Fisher joins the act as
Mannix' secretary.
• • •
Lydia Bruce has taken over
the Dr. Maggie Powers role on
NBC's "The Doctors" series ona regular basis after substitu-
ting for Bethel Leslie during
the stunmer. Miss Leslie has
left the program for movie
work in Hollywood.
• • •
Mery Griffin has another
year with his talk-variety pro-
gram for Westinghouse Broad-
Cab Ling. wnich syndicates It.
before moving the show to the
CBS network in the fall of
1969 for late night exposure
five times a week.
• • •
Peter Ustinov will be nar-
rator for the "Babas the Ele-
phant" special that will be
aired 'on NBC Oct. 21. The
animated color program's story
will be based on contents of
the first three of the famous
"Babas" books for children















Meet them both Thursday September 19
TAYLOR MOTOR, INC.





THE HAGUE UPI — Mo-
rocco leads in the nuraber of
"guest workers- sent to Hol-
land to alleviate the labor
shortage Of the 46.000 of these
workers in. the country now.
12,000 are Moroccans. more
than 10.000 are Turks. 1-0.000
are Spanish 9.000 Italian.
1.500 Greeks, I 000 Portuguese
and nearly 1.000 Yugoslavian.
Cerny Story
WASHINGTON (UPI —
Much paper you use is corny.
To help the -fibers In paper ad-
here to one another better,
thus improving the quality of
the paper. the fibers are treat-
ed with starch. And most of
that starch. notes the Corn
Refiners Association. Inc. is
derived from American corn.
So corn is a part of nearly ev-
ery Magazine or bock you read.
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Eska on the Coast
SAN FRANCISCO UP1i —
The name "California" was
taken from a 15th century
Spanish novel which described
It as a mythical island near
the Garden of Eire-in
In the novel. "Las Sergas de
Esplandian." California was
inhabited by beautiful. Ama-
zon-like women and contained
gold and precious stones.
THE LEDGER I •1115E MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Auto Battery Tip
SAN FRANCISCO (UPIi
If your car battery uses an ex-
cessive amount of water, the
regulator charging rate is
probably set too high, says the
California State Automobile
Association A defective regu-
lator or defective wiring also
may cause the water loss.
SHE DOES/7 LIKE WALLACE One uf--thef.-Peutesior at a
speech by third party presidential hopeful George Wallace is
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TICKETS NOW ON SALE
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Announcing your next car
It can surround you with a fuselage
A se. eeping new design where body and frame are one
The great new Chrysler,
• Your next car can be. a gently
curving line of tempered glass
and sleet that sweeps quietly
around you A molded shell of
stressed skin and thousands of
miniature welds
Your next car can have a
Cockpit. Inste40 of lust a Sea,
and a dashboard.
Your next car can provide a
Controlled r•r•-,•••,7-mont u.,Horr.
man . creates his Cwn ,climate
and.theyerimeter of the cock-
pit blots away the murmur of
rad and wind..
Your next car can cater with
soft seats fitted to the contours
of your body, and memory
.systems•that complement your
driving habits.








Hale, the ccuntry schoolteacher
who became a new nation's
martyr. IS remembered in C'on-
necticut with more statues and
memorials than any other na-
tive son
Public schools in Connecticut
now observe Sept. 22 as Nathan
Hale Day. That date was desig-
nated by the General Assembly
to recall the valiant spirit of
the young patriot who was exe-
cuted by the British as a spy
Sept. 22, 1776
In recent years, improve-
ments have been made at the
buildings where Nathan Hale
lived and taught school children
The latest restoration was at
the Nathan Hale Schoolhouse
in East Haddam (population 3,-
6001 where the tall scholar
taught after he graduated from
Yale University in 1773.
• • •
THE schoolhouse was rededi-
cated recently at the 10-acre
Nathan Hale Memorial Park
which has been owned by the
Sons of the American Revolu-
tion since 1900.
At Conventry. Hale's birth-
place (population 6.4501 a serv-
ice is held on Sept. 22 in the
Congregational Church. He was
born in 1755.
Sentimental pilgrimages are
made by patriotic groups to the
Nathan Hale Homestead. also in
Conventry. and to the Nathan
Hale Cemetery in the same vil-
lage. A memorial cenotaph in
the cernetery was erected by
Deacon Richard Hale for his
sons. Nathan, who was buried
in Manhattan, and for Richard,
who was buried in the West
Indies.
Visitors also call at the one-
room school building in New
London where the young school-
master went after being offered
more money than at East Had-
dam.
Bronze statues of the hero are
in the east lobby of the State
Capitol in Hartford, on the
Capitol's sprawling lawn. In
front of the Hartford Anthe-
nurn Museum, in front of Con-
necticut Hall at Yale Univer-
sity where he studied, and out-
side the Hale Homestead. .
• • •
EULOGISTS recall Uuit Hale
Three Hundred 2-Door Hardtop
Your next tar is One you can
still move up to Easily.
Your next car is here The
'groat new Chrysler for 1969
(AMMER
CHRYSt FR
See it at your Chrysler Dealer's Sept.19th.
TAYLOR, MOTORS INC 303 hiSuorurtahyFouKryth St.
This statue of Nathan Hole,
bound hand and foot, stands
on thi campus of Vote Uni-
versity where Nathan studied
to becom• a school teacher.
quit his teaching position for an
Army commission after the
Revolutionary War broke out in
Massachusetts.
After being a year in the
Army. the 21-year-old captain
volunteered to spy in enemy
areas on Long Island. He was
disguised as a schoolmaster, in
a plain brown suit with a broad-
brinuned hat when he was
Captured by the British in Long
Island.
Condemned to die, without
benefit of a trial, he was exe-
cuted, Use next day His last
weds. immortalized in history,
are remembered by orators on
I ,wlmemorative occasions: "I
regret that I have but one
! tSolose for my country "
Underground Press
LOS ANGELES i UPI — A
.graduate student of Journalism
At UCLA recently comp'eted a.
'ctudy of the so-called "under-
.round press" and found some
dartline fieures.
Misa Gaye Smith reported
there are more than 130 un-
derground newspapers operat-
ing in the United States with n
total circulation of more than
2 million copies per issue.
' Forty-four of the under-
around papers are affiliated
with an Underground Press
Syndicate, w hi c h includes
member oublicetions in Cana-
da and Eneland. according to
Miss Smith's study.
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Nipple Actress Doesn't Find
The Hollywood Scene Groovy
By PATRICIA E. DAVIS
NEW YORK iUPI)—Actress
Today Malone is a ifonywood
dropout. She tuned in and
turned on to the Hollywood
scene—and then dropped out
to join a hippie commune. .
The 21-year-old Today re-
cently starred in her first "and
my last" movie, • semi-docu-
mentary about hippies titled
"Revolution" for Lopert Pic-
tures Corp.
"Making the film was inter-
esting and great fun," said To-
day, her long blonde hair
swinging as she talked. -But
the Hollywood type of scene is
not a world I could fit into. mm
not that type of person. I just
wasn't interested in sitting
around dropping names. It's so
phony. I was happier where I
Producer - director Jack O'-
Connell discovered Today
dancing barefoot in the Avalon
Ballroom in San Prancisco. At
the time she was living in
The Haight-Ashbury district.
Today (real name Louise—
"my new name was a gift from
friends who thought I was the
today's child type") says she
has always been "a hippie at
heart. I've been dropping out
since I was a senior in high
school" But she says she would
rather be known as a "happy"
than a hippie.
Today, who likes to dress in
blue jeans, sandals and a
smock, decries some public im-
ages of hippies.
"People have the misconcep-
tion that hippies are stoned all
the time," she said. "That's not
true. No one I know uses hard
narcotics."
Today, who graduated from
the exclusive Judson School in
Scottsdale. Ariz., spent one
semester at the University of
Arizona. During this time she
was "busted" (arrested) along
with several other students
when she was found in a car
that was carrying marijuana.
She was expelled pending the
outcome of her trial, but the
charges were dropped. "That
was the only time I was arrest-
ed," Today said, "and I think
that the general feeling that I
was guilty was what made me
drop out totally."
On the Farm
After Today completed her
movie role, she moved from
Haight-Ashbury to a hip pi e
farm-commune near Petaluma,
Calif., which was noted for
hosting the world's arm wres-
tling championships.
She left the Haight, Today
said, "because there aren't any
hippies there anymore. They've
all moved to the country. The
only people in the Haight now
are the tourists, winos and
speed freaks i users of the drug
methydrinei.''
Today and six friends rent a
three-bedroom farmhouse on
five acres of land for $90 a
month. They grow most of the
vegetables they need and any
other income comes from fam-
ily allowances, part time jobs—
including Today's fee for her
movie role—and from clothing
they sew and sell. "It's not an
expensive life," Today noted.
Hidden Hurts
RICHMOND, Va. (UPI) —
number of "hidden" .An..
juries can be suffered by auto
crash victims and this internal
damage is generally more seri-
r us than readily apparent
fractures, cuts and bruises.
Routine x-ray studies often re-
veal tele first indications of
hidden injuries which result
from the crash impact displac-
ing or causing intense second-
ary pressure on internal or-
gans, arteries or the spine.
Dr. Thomas A. Freed and Dr. lp
Lewis H. Bosher, of the depart-
ments of radiology and surgery,
Medical College of Richmond,
stress the pressing need for x-
ray examinations of all pa-
tients who suffer blunt trau-
ma, especially after auto
detente
Statuary Cosmetics
LONDON k UPI --Sculpture
restorers are using mudpacks
made of water and Spanish •
earth to clean marble statues
at the Victoria and Albert Mu-
seum The statues are dusted
with talcum powder after the
Mudpacks are removed.
FIRST OF THE NEW SEMESTER Students try to rip th? jacket
off a Columbsa University security official in New 'fork as
they try to storm McMillin Theater, where Columbia's voting
faculty was holding a meeting aimed at preventing student
disturbances This was the first of the new semester.
69 Chrysler is Biower, All New
ALL-NEW CHRYSLER—Completely1
new for 1969, Chrysler is in every way r
a bigger car than last year's models. On
the outside, it is five inches longer. On
the inside, nearly every dimension has
All Actors




are insecure especially when
they are getting started, so let
us not condemn young perform-
ers for their intense desire to be
liked."
Hardly seems possible that
Anthony Quinn would classify
himself as being mit_ of thou
"insecure" ones at any time in
his career. We have known him
over 20 years and seen him show
more bravado off screen than in
any of his daring roles
"I know whereof I speak
Quinn laughed, "and I have one,
to look at some of the old pic-
tures I made that appear
so often on TV. When you first
start acting, it is almost as
though you are saying to the
audience, 'I want you to like
me*. I can see it in many early
perforarances. Finally, you start
to mature."
Quinn is returning. 'Many, to
Hollywood to star in "A Dream
of Kings," after a long list of
successes abroad, including the
Oscar nomination for "Zorba
the Greek" in 1964, when he was
beaten by Rex Harrison in "My
Fair Lady."
• • •
TONY previously had been
beaten in 1957 ihis performance
in "Wild in the. Wind" 1 by Alec
Guinness in "Bridge on the Riv-
er kwai." However, Tony has
two Oscars for best supporting
roles in "Viva Zapata" and
"Lust for Life." He is already.
mentioned as a possible nominee
for "Shoes of the Fisherman"
next year
"It Cook me several years,"
Quinn admits. 'le play support-
ing roles in films before taking
the big leap. I left Hollywood to
test my luck on the New York
:stage.
"After appearing on Broad-
way in 'The Gentleman from
Athens.' I was offered the Ra-
tional Mad company of 'A
Streetcar Named Desire,' 1
been increased for driver and passenger
comfort. Available in 15 models, Chrysler
offers a host of engines, options and
accessories. Pictured is the Chrysler
Newport Custom four-door hardtop.
Insecure, Says Star Anthony Quinn
Chaim in colitonis toy his /Me in "Shoes of the Fishermen."
'toured the country for two years
After that I knew I could go
back to Hollywood and handle
the kind of roles I really wanted
to play. I knew I was ready."
• • •
ALTHOUGH Tony was ready.
Hollywood didn't offer him roles
he wanted He left Hollywood!
and his longtime home and fam-
ily here to try ii new career!
and a ncw life In Eurape. It was!
the time when European film
praducers were corning • into
their own and Tony was quickly
saapped up to .40,1 with top ac-
tresse, of the Continent.
It was nt this time he met
Federico Fellini, a name un-
known to America. He asked
Tony to star in "Le Strada."
And his rocket took eff for new,
International stardom
Now, eight years later; Tony'
has his choice of every top film
During a fast trip through Hoe
now wanted to live di he have
lyweid we ankidarlearere he
any ill feelings toward Hilly-"
wood" •I will live wherever my
work takes me," he mild, "and
why should 4 have any ill feel- I
ings toward Hollywood? Where
would I be without it?" .
In addition to "Shoes of the
Fisherman," he now has wait-
ing release "The Magus," and
"The Secret of Santa Vittoria."
Does he care about what peo-
ple think about him any more?
"Of course. I'm not so naive
that I'll never forget that with-
out support of _the public I
would no longer be abre to ply
my trade. Besidea- there is a
little ham in all of us"
• • •
"I MUST admit I get a tre-
mendous charge out of the cus-
tom that exists in many places
in Europe. particularly in Spain
and France: *when an actor
walks into a cafe and he has
recently been seen in something
the public appreciates, the peo-
ple stand and applaud. It's like
taking a curtain call on Broad-
way something motion picture
actors don't enjoy very often."
I He didn't say what he'd order
at the cafe should there be no.
standing ovations,.
When asked what he Banks
the public finds most interest-
ing in him, Tony answered, -I
HOPE they find in my perform-
ances what I found in Spencer
Tracy's. His confidence and in-
ilependence as a man showed
through --I trust that is true of
me today."
Despite his long stay abroad,
Quinn maintains his American
citizenship and adds, "I keep
, it because the United States has
!been good to me and I want
my three sons to be American
citizens. I came from what to-
day is called an underprivileged
area and I have never been
!sorry I knew the hardships of
life.
' "I keep my citizenship so I'll
have the right to protest those
things ..I don't believe in. And
I'll protest to those poor poli-
ticians, who, like actors, must
listen to .each voice because
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HI, POP! HI, SONI After saving his money and riding a bus
from Portland. Ore., to Ft. Worth, Tex., to try to find his
dad whom he had not seen for 12 years, Jimmy Parrish
(right), 19, hitched a ride with a motorist who turned out




Piduresque harbor of Ischia as viewed from the hilltop
By SANDO BOLOGNA
Central Press Association Correspondent
ISCHIA, Italy- The Wien)] of Ischia is one of those enchanting
places, better known to seasoned F.uropean vacationists than
among fast-stepping Americans.
II Situated 17 milee, southwest of Naples, Ischia is an oblong-
shaped island of about 24 square miles, referred to as a sister
island of Capri, ....hien is also 17 miles away.
Down the centuries. Ischia has been called the Green Island
because of its stately, pine trees anti its vegetation. Europeans are
better acquainted with IsChia tHan Americans because they
patronize the thermal facilities in!.the hotels and at the public
bath-houses. Americans. as a,
rule, are not interested in ther'Lwitb iuidz1ç. 4a1ts01
mal tiath.8 whi le traveling I"NeTalsdrf) in —111iode lingind$
through Italy 'Narragansett Hay held last May
in Newport. -• • •
• TOURS of the rugged terrain.
much of which has volcanic
rock, can be made with a 'Isti-
cro-taxi," a three-wheeled motor
car with a red fringe on the
top. Many visitors come with
their cars, transpoked on the
large ferry boats.
The approach to Ischia's port
from Naples provides a postcard
setting. The round port is over
Aa dead volcanic lake which was
'gouged into a harbor. in 1854.
Buildings around the harbor re-
mind one of a quaint 19th cen-
tury seaport community with
narrow streets, lined with gift
.shops and parked autos.
• • •
AMONG the most photogenic
• views are those from the Medie-
val Castle, atop a high' Peaic at boasting a year-round popula-
Ischia Pilate, the 2,585 - foot thm of 13.01-)0
Monte Epomeo, highest point on Ischia is linked with Naples
the island, and Belvedere at ; with frequent_ (lady service by
Punta Caruso, overlooking (he ferry boats, which take about
, spa of San Francisco, dotted one:and-a-half hours between
with villas cactus plant and Naples and Ischia 'Port. Less
gardens. . ' requent, but speedier, service is
During T967, the number of provided by hydrofoil, 'helicop,
Americans coming to Ischia in- ter, and "alicoteri" or: hover-
('reased by a few hundreds • be- cialLintrosluced last year by an
cause of the-1.wining" of Ischia English. firm •
The "gemellaggio" Itivin ex-
change) of Ischia :did Newport
was, consummated because the
two islands are coneentirating 0)1
the development of their historic
and tourist attractain:
• • •
ISCHIA is believed to have
been settled by Phoenicians
about 1700 RC It has been in-
habited by -Greeks, Romans.
Visigoths. Vandals. Saracens,
Normans and Spaniards.
The year-round population of
the isle's' six communes i Ischia,
Samna. Serra ra Fontana, Casa -,
micciola, LFICCO Ameno and
Forio) totals about 36.000. Isch-
ia, the principal town, is at the
northeast end of the island.
SUICIDE ignoring pleas of would-be rew
*fireman Itopi, ttainiondo Ca' .,•!, 
•! .
Brazilian'paratrooper. plunges to his till t ..rt, s •st
floor ledge of a building in down.tovk n Sao i',1111is•
Liter said the man had been dismissed from --
bveaose of mental
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SOVIET OCCUPATION FORCES STARTING NOME In the first part of a three-stage with-
araa-al agreed on in Moscow following the Aug. 21 invasion of Czechoslovakia, a column
of Soviet military vehicles moves acroas Prague's Rusyne Airfiekl toward a huge trans-
port plane Cablephoto)
:NT:IMILL MILNE itoctle
58_1i, "Stew Nugent has gone to work until heis. can find something better."
Many older readers will recognize this as an
observation in the vein of huanor in which Frank
McKinney "Kin" Hubbard personified a Midwest
store crackerbarrel wiseacre. "Abe Martin."
-Kin" Hubbard was an Ohio native born in 1868
who acquired most of his education studying peo-
ple as a newspaperman. As caricaturist and par-
agrapher at Indianapolis News, he evolved a
vernacular style which could have been a model
for Will Rogers. Subsequently, his "Abe Martin
Sayings" became daily features in hundreds of
newspapers. Many are immortalized in such an-
thologies as The Book of Unusual Quotations, by
Rudolph Fiesch pub. by Harper & Row' Some
of its Hubbard choices
'It's going to be fua to watch how lung the"
meek eaa keep the earth after they Inherit it.'
"It's the good loser that finally loses out."
"There seems to be an excess of everything ex-
cept parking space and religion."
"A bad cold wouldn't be so annoying if it weren't
for the advise of our friends."
"There's another advantage in being pour—a
doctor will cure you faster."
"Nobody ever forgets where he buried
hatchet."
"A real gentleman is at a &sad% antage these
days."
"It's pretty hard to tell what does bring happi-
ness; poverty and wealth have both failed."
"Ilse only way to entertain some folks Is to
listen to them."
"I don't know of anything better than a woman
when .yoia want to spend money where it will
show."
"The world ain't getting no worse; ae've Nay
got better facilities"
—('LARK KINNAIRD
Portrait drawing of F. M. Hubbard In
his middle sears, and signature.
Distributed by King Features Syndvat•
•••• 
GARBAGE ACCUMULATING An estimated garbage accumulate., in Chicagb as
Sanitation Department trucks idand idle during a confused dispute over overtime pay .ind
Job assignments among the 2.000 unionized garbage collectors.
• • •
THE LEDGER lb TIMES — MURRAY KRKTUCLY
TV CAMEOS: Do n 1 1 un'ily
'The Outcasts' Will Tell It Like It Was
By MR HEINER
BILL COSBY has co-starred
in -I Spy," Diahann Carroll is
turning up in her own show.
Peyton Place" has dished up
black actors in sizeable, respec-
table parts, and altogether tel-
evision has come a far piece
from the days of tentatively of-
fering a house Negro as window
dressing, on those series with
stories to tell.
It remains now for "The Out-
, asts." ABC's new western
studding the 1968-69 season, to
tell it like it is. Or was.
"Nothing's soft-pedaled in our
,how," says Don Murray. the
tall, enormously talented star
of the series.. -The period is
four years or so after the Civil
War. and a lot of the country
was in an uproar over race re-
lations. I play the part of a one-
time slave owner, and my co-
star Otis Young is a former
slave. Now and then I call him
'boy' and he mutters •yes. boss'
at me and there's no attempt
to hide the atrained feelings of
the day."
Actually. Don goes on. the
situation then was as it is to- '
day in that there were numer-
ous laws to give the Negro
equal time as a citizen "but.
just as today, many of them
weren't in actual practice." "A
lot of colored men went west,
just as Jemal that's Otis' ser-
ies name -does." he adds. "bea,,
cause they, had at least some
chance there to show their Met-
tle a, meas. ,
. a. • -
JEMAL and Eat, that's Don
ride and scramble through the
west together with a kind if
bond between them, but no un-
dying love. "They stick to each
other for survival." Murray
Says. -They don't completely
trust one another, there is al-
ways tension and now and then
one leaves the other holding the
bag. In inc episode. where I'm
helping out Otis. I bark at him
'Listen our deal was for my'
gun; nothing was said about
sonversatiieriS"
There was a deep, almost
nervous interest on ABC's part
in huw the black community
Otis Young and Don Murray are side by sid• here, but by
necessity. In "Outcasts,- they're not exactly soul brothers.
asuld react to Young's playing
in qxsittive, and ao one of the
episode-1: was • screened for a
hundred West Coast Negroes.
ranging from church elders to
black militants. "Ninety-eight
of them approved." Don says.
"There was one young militant
who got up and had a few com-
plaints and his father. a church-
man, got up and said 'Listen,
n stop nit-picking. This is
the first time I ever saw a
Negro cowboy' draw a gun and
sheot a while cowboy."
There is one other area of
controversy about "The Out-
caste- Since it was Niolent
period in American life, the
sticw has its share cf gunplay
:aid rough /stuff. "But far as I
know.'' Don sAys. ''nothing vi-
tal has been cut from ant' of
the first 14 shows that we've
taped. Whichas as it should be.
I think. It's part of telling it,
again like it is."
The Hollywood-born Murray
his mother was a Ziegfeld girli
is, of caurse. one of the most
intelligent and multi-talented
men in show business. He has
starred in many Broadway and
film plays, including "Bus Stop'
and "A Hatful of Rain," and
wrote. co-produced and starred
in "The Hoodlum Priest." a hat
trick he duplicates in "Tale of
the Cock." a movie eyith Linda
Evans that. will be released
soon.
YOUNG. irOth Providence, R.
I., has much less experience than
Don, hut is a onetime Marine
who fought in Korea and has
done small parts on TV. He won
out over more than a dozen
more prominent Negro actora
for the role "because he went
right down home with the part;
he wasn't afraid to play a.
newly-freed slave just as he
would be." according to Murray.
"Otis is a free soul, who goes
around cheerfully saying 'Going
tc star, going to star!' and
t you know? I think he's right.'
Dtstr*uted by King Features Syndicate
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CLEAN-CUT — Plymouth Valiant sports new grille
treatment and rear dress for 1969, heightening the com-
pact economy Valiant's clean, straight-through styling.
Refined for ever better gasoline mileage and economy
performance, Valiant is the most budget-minded of
Plymouth's entries in 1969, which also include standard-





— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
Truly Fine Cleaning Phone 753-3152
( Murray Loan Co.MONEY HEADQUARTERS506 W. Main Street Phone 751-2621 Ti
New Plymotah-Iffda 31() for '69
- IT'S ALL STANDARD — Barracuda
for 1969 offers a new series of per-
:'fin-mance models — the 'Cuda 340 and
'Cuda 3S3 — distinctive for their hood
scoops and special striping and equipped
with many performance optiOns as
. standard equipment. The standard
engine for 'Cuda rrnxivls 11-. Plymouth's
340-cubic-inch V-S and a high pet-
formapre 3fit: is optional. klarracuiias
are a wadable in fastback. hardtop and
`convertible, and the 'Cuda is at.•ailaple




NEW YORK UPI —It
been 25 years since Milt 0a
Berle played on Broadway. The
comedian N scheduled to re-
turn this season in -The Good-
bye People." a comedy by Herb
Gardner, who wrote the sucl-
cessful 'A Thousand Clowns"
several years ago.
Berle's last at a g e venture
here was as star of -Ziegfeld
Follies of 1943," which had a
long run wider the Shaberr
banner. Flo Ziegfeld had beta
dead 10 years at that time.
While Most of Berle's sts. •
work has been in the variety
and musical comedy area, this
will not be his first appearance
on Broadway in a straight
play.- He starred in "See My
Lawyer" in 1939. He also play-
ed a number of roles in non-
musical motion pictures and
televi-sloil dramas,
Rehearsals for the new play
are scheduled for Aug. 30 by
which time it is .expected that
Berle will have recovered from
a broken foot incurred
during a performance in a
Las Vegas _night club several
weeks ago. The play is pen-
ciled in for a three-week try-
tn
Broadway premiere on Dec. 3.
Berle, who is 60, will have
the role of a2-yeas-old Jew-
ish concessionaire who dreams
of reopening a boardwalk
frankfurter stand that has
been closed for 18 years. Berle's
co-Meas will be Brenda vacar-
ro and Bob DisheY.
• ' •
September will be a big month
fcr Barbra 13treinand.
On Sept. 15. the CBS-TV
network will sbrbadcast the
one-hour s p e.c i a 1 that was
•taped a year ago when the star
cave a concert in Central Park.
Her first motion picture.
"Punhy Girl." based on the
musical in which she scored
her first big Broadway success,
will have its New York pre-
miere on Sept. 18
/the star and actor Elliott
Gould, incidentally: observe
their fifth weddins anniver-
sary on Sept. 13.
• • a
-The Carat White Hope" is
sirens io "fie the largest dra-
Maas production here in many
veare There are 63 in the cast
and 2s ...erne chances
The plsv by Howard Satirist'
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FURYS • BF.LVF.DFRES • BARRACUDAS .VALIA NTS
Now there are 64 great new Plymouths to
win you Over.
Completely restyled Furys. Newest edition
of the success car of the sixties. Longer,
--eitileraoomier than ever. 6 new wagons, too.
The beat goes on with Belvedere. Fastest-
growing line in the mid-size market.
Plymouth 9CHRYSLERif...01,1,J•foofro.
Cut loose with Barracuda—pure sport
from bumper to bumper.
Eight new Valiants becausean honest com-
pact makes a lot of sense to a lot of people.
In the past two years. three-quarters of a
million owners of competitive cars have been
won over to Plymouth. See for yourself why.
look what Plymouth's up to now.
Al your Plymouth !killer's. September 19.
TAYLOR MOTORS INC.
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